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NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

31st Students’ Union Council 

1st meeting of the 31st NTUSU Council 

 

Date: 18th September 2021 

Time Started: 0930H 

Venue: Zoom 

 

Present on Time  Club Represented/ Position Held  

Non-Academic Constituent Club 

1. Tay Wei Ying 

2. Adele Seah Yue Ting 

3. Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah 

4. Lim Her Huey 

5. Angeline Yeow Seow Yin 

 

Academic Constituent Club 

1. Samantha Tan Khim Yan 

2. Lim Yan Ting, Emily 

3. Ng En Qi Joan 

4. Lim Gia Lim 

5. Sean Chew 

6. Chua Wei Jian 

7. Seah Ning, Charlotte 

8. Kim Minseo 

9. Cheng Wee Tang, Sean  

10. Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

11. Amelia Chay Fang Ting 

12. Harviran Singh 

13. Athena Tan Jiaxin 

14. Theodora Lynn 

15. Yeo Chi Kiat 

16. Michelle Andrea Budiarto 

 

Union Representatives 

1. Cai Yongkang 

2. Marshall Chia Meng Zhi 

3. Li Yibai 

4. Goay Si Qi 

5. Fong Yihui 

6. Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan 

7. Riasa Fadhilla Martono 

8. V Dhanraj 

9. Sun WenZhen 

10. Timothy Chang Zu’En 

11. Tanay Bharadwaja 

12. Chloe Leong Si En 

13. Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

14. Advaita Vivekanand 

15. Felicia Angelina Halim 

16. Yu Hao 

17. Jaydon Chong Wei Ler 

18. Ong Tze Kym 

19. K Mutthulakshmi 

 

President - SC 

President - WSC 

Vice-President- WSC 

President - CAC 

Vice-President - CAC 

 

 

President SPMS 

President MAE 

President ASE 

President SCSE 

President CEE 

President TTC 

President SSS 

President SCBE 

President ADM 

President ABC 

President LKCMED SMS 

President SOH 

President WKWSCI CI 

President MSE 

President SBS 

President EEE 

 

 

Union EXCO Representative – CAC  

Union EXCO Representative – CAC  

Union EXCO Representative – WSC  

Union EXCO Representative – WSC  

Union EXCO Representative – Sports Club  

Union EXCO Representative – Sports Club  

Union EXCO Representative – MAE  

Union EXCO Representative – SSS  

Union EXCO Representative – SSS  

Union EXCO Representative – SCSE 

Union EXCO Representative – SCSE   

Union EXCO Representative – SOH  

Union EXCO Representative – SOH  

Union EXCO Representative – ABC  

Union EXCO Representative – ABC  

Union EXCO Representative – SBS 

Union EXCO Representative – MSE 

Union EXCO Representative – WKWSCI  

Union EXCO Representative – NIE 
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20. Huang Yuxuan 

Observers 

1. Cheah Guan Ying 

2. Er Joey 

3. Lim Yih Ching 

4. Lim Gia Lim 

5. Song Xin Jie (Steph) 

6. Ong Shao Wei, Wesley 

7. Ng May Lin 

8. Salmah Sng Mei Wen 

9. Hoo Wee Ann, Janeil 

10. Kee Yong Jie 

11. Bong Ru Hui 

12. Tneoh Yuan Chen (Kenji) 

13. Lim Hun 

14. Ong Li Xin, Randelle 

15. Dion Sng Jia Sin 

 

16. Violin Yapputri 

17. Ashley Soh Wem Qi 

18. Loh Mei Ling 

19. Amarpreet Kaur 

20. Neo Jiun Hao, Joel 

21. Lim Ting Wei, Sherleen 

22. Dervin Rochi 

23. Looi Hui Jun 

24. Deon Lee Jie Hui 

25. Hoo Kah Jun 

26. Ang Shang Le 

27. Alex Lim Tze Ming 

28. Timothy Yip 

29. Goh Kai Yong 

30. Loi Xin Zhe Hubert 

31. Shaun Sim Jia Xing 

32. Ng Shi Mian, Ann Nicole 

33. Justin Teo ZhongHeng 

34. Neoh Eng Tiong 

35. Fan Chongyue 

Union EXCO Representative – LKC MED 

  

Outgoing 30th Students’ Union President 

Outgoing Vice-President (Communications) 

Outgoing Vice-President (Student Activities) 

Outgoing Vice-President (Policy) 

Outgoing Honorary General Secretary 

Outgoing Honorary Financial Secretary 

Outgoing Chief of Staff 

Outgoing Deputy Student Activities Executive 

Outgoing Student Life Executive (Orientation) 

Outgoing Orientation Associate Executive 

Outgoing Welfare Executive (Academic Development) 

Outgoing Housing Policy Executive 

Outgoing Transport Policy Executive 

Outgoing Information & Research Executive 

Outgoing Communications Executive (Relations & 

Engagement) 

Outgoing Communications Project Executive 

Outgoing Finance Executive / Chief Returning Officer 

Outgoing Corporate Liaison Executive  

Outgoing Integration Executive 

Outgoing President - SC / Council Chairperson 

Outgoing President - CAC 

Outgoing President SPMS / Union Election Officer 

Outgoing President MAE 

Outgoing President ASE 

Outgoing President SCSE 

Outgoing President CEE 

Outgoing President TTC 

Outgoing President SSS 

Outgoing President SCBE 

Outgoing President ADM 

Outgoing President ABC 

Outgoing President SOH 

Outgoing President WKWSCI CI 

Outgoing President MSE 

Outgoing President SBS 
 

 

Late with apologies Position Held 

1. Ng Ling Lin Kym 

 

Vice-President - SC 
 

Absent with apologies Position Held 

1. McCully Ayrton Leonard 

2. Wang Anqi 

3. Jessie Tan Huixian 

4. Ellie Lew Yi Ting 

5. Teo Wei Kiat 

6. Sean Ng Ming Sheng 

 

Outgoing Operations Executive 

Outgoing Vice-President - SC 

Outgoing President - WSC 

Outgoing Vice-President- WSC 

Outgoing President EEE 

Outgoing President LKCMED SMS 

Absent  Position Held 
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 Agenda  

1.  1.1 Proposal for Observers to be Present and have Speaking Rights  

Proposal to move on to the second Agenda: 

Proposer: Ms Lim Yih Ching 

Seconder: Ms Lim Gia Lim 

 

1.2 Proposal to Proceed to the First agenda 

Proposer: Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi 

Seconder: Ms Song Xin Jie (Steph) 

 

The procedure of the Council Rally was briefed by Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi and the 

procedure included Presentation, Question and Answer and Voting. 

 

Mr Huang Yu Xuan left the room at 0934Hr. 

 

1.3 Council Chairperson’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Council Chairperson: Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

Proposer: Ms Ng En Qi Joan 

Seconder: Mr Harviran Singh S/O Ranjit Singh 

 

1.3.1 Presentation 

Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey shared that he is a Year 2 Business student and the President of the 

Accountancy and Business Club. He shared that in his time in NTU, he had experienced 

many great opportunities and also great frustration as a student in NTU. He shared that his 

motivation to run as Council Chair is to serve the larger NTU student community, while 

being privileged to be part of the NTU student body. He also shared that his past experience 

includes being Events Director of the NTU Accountancy and Business Club in AY20/21, 

and is now appointed President of the club in AY21/22. He then shared his vision for Council, 

where he hopes to create an NTU that provides NTU students with the best NTU experience. 

He shared that he would hope to make a real impact to the student body, with all the members 

of the Council, and for the Council to be a bridge between the students and the School 

Management. He highlighted that it is important for student feedback to reach the School 

Management, and vice versa. He also shared that his Council Vision would include an 

environment to allow healthy debates that rely on merits and principles, to improve the NTU 

experience for the NTU student body. He then highlights about how COVID-19 may seem 

like an obstacle for many school events and initiatives, but he shared that COVID-19 could 

be seen as an opportunity for student leaders to innovate more ways to address the student 

body’s concerns and needs as such dire times. 

 

Ms Ng Ling Lin Kym entered the room at 945Hr. 

 

1.3.2 Question and Answer 

• Ms Bong Ru Hu shared that a lot of initiatives do not get passed as the Council does meet 

super regularly and votes from Council are required for these initiatives to pass She asked 

how Ethan would counter this problem.  

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey shared that if there are proposals and initiatives that the Council 

members feel very strongly for, he, as the Council Chairperson, would organize more 

frequent Council meetings during periods to push for these initiatives. He also shared 

that he would encourage Standing Committees and Workgroups to work separately to 

develop on the proposals of initiatives that they hope to push for, before meeting the 

Council. 
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• Mr Neo Jiun Hao Joel shared that in Council, there would be circumstances that result in 

discussions to become heated. He asked how Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey would manage 

these issues. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey shared that discussions may lead to heated tension, even on a 

personal level. He shared that he would remind the Council members that everybody has 

the same agenda in mind, which is to help the NTU student body. He shared that he 

personally does not like conflict, so he would like to be the intermediatory, and point out 

the factual things mentioned during a conflict, keeping other personal feelings out of the 

picture. 

• Ms Er Joey asked how Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey intents to manage the interests between 

the Accountancy and Business Club and the Council. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey shared that he has pondered about this, and that he came up with 

one conclusion that as the President of the Accountancy and Business Club, he would 

have to look after the wellbeing of students in the Business School and that the policies 

that Council  would push for would also have an impact on the Business School students. 

He shared that at the end of the day, the larger NTU community should take precedent. 

 

Ms Li Yibai left the room at 0953Hr. 

 

• Ms Song Xin Jie (Steph) asked about how Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey would do to get over 

the difficulty of gathering everybody to attend Council meetings. 

 

Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono left the room at 0954Hr. 

 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey shared that it would be good if meetings were scheduled way in 

advance so that the members can schedule their time in advance and attend in the 

meeting. He shared that having a 100% attendance for Council meetings is not his 

priority. He shared that hopes that the nature of the work that Council has for the 

members would motivate the members to attend the meeting. 

 

Ms Li Yibai and Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono entered the room at 0955Hr. 

 

• Ms Lim Gia asked what are Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey’s passions he has for the Council’s 

work. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey shared that some issues that he is most passionate about would 

be inclusivity. He shared that he hoped that the Council he leads would be where every 

member has a role to play in Council. Another thing he is passionate about is that Council 

would actively consolidate student feedback.  

 
Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

Ethan Ong Sze Rey to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 
Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey left the room for voting. 
 

 

1.3.3 Voting 

Total vote: 42 

For 

33 

Abstain 

3 

Against 

0 

Invalid 

6 

 
Council Chairperson: Elected in position 

 

Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey took over the Council proceedings as the new Council Chairperson 

and Mr Neo Jiun Hao Joel retreated to the back. 
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2.  2.1 Proposal to Proceed to the Second Agenda 

Proposer: Ms Lim Gia Lim 

Seconder: Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi 

 

2.2 Honorary General Secretary’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Honorary General Secretary: Timothy Chang Zu’En 

Proposer: Ms Song Xin Jie (Steph) 

Seconder: Ms Lim Gia Lim 

 

Ms Ng Ling Lin Kym left the room at 1008Hr. 

 

2.2.1 Presentation  

Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En shared that he is a Year 2 Business and Computing Student. His 

experiences in the Students’ Union include being the Procurement Officer for the Operations 

Support Committee, on top of other ad-hoc activities. He shared that his previous work 

experience as a transcriptionist would be good for the role of Honorary General Secretary, 

where he can transfer the skills from the working world to his role in the Union. He shared 

that, to him, the Honorary General Secretary oversees the internal operations through internal 

governance, while achieving transparency between the Union and student body. He shared 

that for transparency, he hopes to promote an open, honest, and direct communication, with 

the mindset of students first and that all the meeting minutes are accurate. He shared that he 

is also passionate about the student ideation platforms that NTUSU has, such as U-nnovate 

and U-feedback. He highlights that he hopes to extend the ideation series to Academic and 

Non-academic Constituent Clubs, where students can share their ideas to improve their 

school experience. For internal governance, he shared that there is a need to regulate and 

monitor committee progresses and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). He shared that he 

hopes to push for the use of Sharepoint across the committees, to allow for constant updates 

and for easier and smoother submission of documents. He also shared that he hopes to push 

for the use of Office365 planner. For discipline, he hopes to push for events conducted to 

strictly follow regulations, and that he believes in ownership and communication with the 

Ussociate members. 

 

2.2.2 Question and Answer 

• Mr V Dhanraj asked what are some of the challenges Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

would expect to face in the near future. 

• Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En shared that the COVID-19 situation would be constantly 

changing the mode of events and impact the mental health of the students in NTU. 

On the Union and Council level, it would impact the initiatives due to the ever-

changing COVID-19 situation.  

 

Ms Ng Ling Lin Kym entered the room at 1017Hr. 

Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey left the room at 1017Hr. 

 

• Mr Sean Chew asked if Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En has any specific ways that he 

hopes to target for mental health. 

 

Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey entered the room at 1018Hr. 

 

• Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En shared that mental health could be a potential target, but 

that he has yet to really ideate what he wants to do for this topic. 

• Ms Er Joey asked how Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En hopes to expand U-nnovate to 

properly represent the voices of all the Constituent Clubs. 

• Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En shared that U-nnovate was only promoted via social 

media in AY20/21, targeting the whole student body. However, he shared that some 
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students may not be willing to step forward to contribute on that level, but may be 

more comfortable via reaching out to the Academic and Non-academic Constituent 

Clubs. This would allow more micro issues to be address, especially if the issue may 

not pertain to the whole student body. He shared that the feasibility would depend 

on how well equipped the clubs are, that he envisions NTUSU to be more of a 

moderator for U-nnovate, to support issues that has been raised that cannot be 

addressed on the club level. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

Timothy Chang Zu’En to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En left the room for voting. 
 

2.2.3 Voting 

Total vote: 40 

For 

28 

Abstain 

10 

Against 

1 

Invalid 

1 

 
Honorary General Secretary: Elected in position 

 

Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En took over the Council proceedings as the new Honorary General 

Secretary and Ms Song Xin Jie (Steph) retreated to the back. 

 

Proposal for break 

Proposal: Mr V Dhanraj 

Secondar: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

 

Proposal to resume meeting 

Proposer: Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi 

Seconder: Mr V Dhanraj 
 

2.3 President’s Council Rally 

Nomination for President: Mr V Dhanraj 

Proposer: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

Seconder: Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

 

Nomination for President: Mr Cai Yong Kang 

Proposer: Ms Lim Her Huey 

Seconder: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

 

2.3.1 Presentation of 1st Nominee – Mr V Dhanraj 

Mr V Dhanraj is a Year 3 Public Policy and Global Affairs student. He served as Chairperson 

for the Ministerial Open Discussions and Events Committee for 2 years, where he led his 

team in organising large scale ministerial forums with Mr Lawrence Wong, Mr Ong Ye Kung 

and other leaders. He has experience at a social enterprise for the visually impaired and 

launched an awareness program for the visually. He has interned at the Ministry of Trade 

and Industry, where he met with key business leaders and diplomats for potential 

collaboration, through setting long-term policy and strategy for investment. He actively 

volunteers at Meet-the-People Sessions to assist residents. He shared his personal skillsets 

and motivations that he feels are relevant to the role of President, such as being tactful for a 

higher goal while maintaining assertiveness. He pitched his ability to represent NTU students 

at a professional level to external stakeholders, while remaining approachable to students. In 

doing so, he hopes the establish mutual respect that helps him advocate for relevant issues 

and work to initiate long-lasting change. He shared that he has a big picture understanding 

the Union and its policies, and values working alongside peers to collect useful sentiment 
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from students. He shared potential areas of improvements to help achieve a gold standard for 

hybrid events, citing communications and striving to keep engagement high and be more 

proactive. He shared that the Executive Committee could work on internal values and 

maintaining a standard of belonging. He shared his experiences working with the Vice-

Presidents and other excos for ministerial events and hopes to foster a culture where everyone 

pitches in. He shared his personal goals to ideate for new ways for students to understand 

and navigate sensitive issues beyond dialogue or events. He shared his vision and direction 

for the Union of Reactive and Proactive Planning. He highlights challenges in transitioning 

student activities and stimulating vibrant campus life, the increasing sensitivity of hall 

allocation and transport, as well as facilitating the gradual return of exchange programmes 

amidst COVID-19. He shared his vision for Proactive Planning within NTUSU “Dare to 

Care”, which will focus on forming collective culture, ramping up mental health and 

empowerment, emphasising welfare of the whole student body, and employability by being 

future ready with relevant skills. He then shared his proposal approach to the Council, 

advocating for Open Communication, relationships as teammates to keep each other in 

check, and Permeability between the Executive Committee and Council through sharing and 

experiences. Lastly, he proposed changes to the organisational structure, by changing the title 

of Housing and Transport Executive to Welfare Executive (Campus Policy). 

 

2.3.2 Question and Answer 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked Mr V Dhanraj about how he plans to create 

common understanding about difficulties being faced by students, and what 

particular policies he has in mind to safeguard student’s mental wellness, besides the 

yearly mental health check-ups. 

• Mr V Dhanraj shared about exhibitions and events highlighting the issues faced by 

students and how to overcome them and encouraged students to connect with each 

other over mental health dialogues, citing his positive experiences from MODE. He 

plans to hold events in line with focus group discussions. He cited U-walk to gather 

feedback and utilising mass platforms to hold larger scale activities. He also plans to 

tap on Unnovate as a means of crowdsourcing student’s ideas to tackle mental health. 

He explained his plans to work with the Vice-President (Policy) to focus on mental 

health and access to community care organisation, as well as working with the school 

to link students to these helplines. He emphasised that such an approach should not 

be seen as a module, but rather a real-life challenge that some people face and needs 

to be understood. He shared that that would be his general direction and he would 

not micromanage through specific plans, but he would also explore working with the 

Welfare Services Club to push for helpful services to the students. 

• Mr Neo Jiun Hao Joel asked if Mr V Dhanraj meant in his speech that there would 

be gaps in the working relationship between the Executive Committee and Club 

Presidents. 

• Mr V Dhanraj clarifies that there was no assumption of previous activities, but rather 

he hopes to build on the positive working practices that were established in the 

previous term. 

• Mr Neo Jiun Hao Joel asked Mr V Dhanraj to elaborate how he would like the 

working relationship to be between his Executive Committee and the Council this 

year. 

• Mr V Dhanraj shared that he hopes to extend invitations for Council members to 

shadow and observe Executive Committee members, and beyond that have informal 

conversations. He shared that he hopes to set the tone that the Council can do work 

together but also have light-hearted conversations to understand each other. 

• Ms Ng May Lin asked about the extent of shadowing meetings, and what are some 

issues he foresees, citing team dynamics and how much say council members should 

have in such meetings. 
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• Mr V Dhanraj shared that he foresees regulations and how much information can be 

divulged to Council members. He will deconflict with the relevant parties regarding 

internal guidelines on how much can be shared and which committees may be 

suitable for shadowing. He also clarified that such an initiative would focus more on 

building interest for Council members to consider joining the Executive Committee, 

rather than impacting the decision-making process. 

• Ms Ng May Lin highlighted the importance of clear communication and ensuring 

that council members know that they should not be affecting the decision making. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked Mr V Dhanraj to recite the NTUSU mission and asked 

for his opinion about it. She also asked about what he thinks the previous President 

could have improved on and how he intends to go about it.  

• Mr V Dhanraj answered that NTUSU’s mission is to empower voices, advocate 

interests, and enhance the vibrancy of campus life of NTU students. The vision is a 

community where students are empowered partners in building their university 

experience. He shared that he had encapsulated these in his speech through his 

strategic vision and skillsets. In terms of improvement, he explained there was a 

reactiveness to external issues without catering to the understanding of internal 

perspectives, citing the hall allocation and U-Wave incidents where relevant 

stakeholders were not as informed and unnecessarily put the blame on NTUSU. He 

shared that press releases and tweets could help, and the way we convey messages 

is important as well. He clarified that he did not mean the previous President did not 

do that, rather he felt that the average student was not tapped into the Student Union 

enough. 

• Ms Angeline Yeow Seow Yin asked Mr V Dhanraj to evaluate the effectiveness of 

feedback channels like U-nnovate and U-Feedback, citing a lack of take-up by 

students in the past year. 

• Mr V Dhanraj shared that such platforms would take time to get running and gain 

awareness among students. He plans to work closely with the communications 

division to raise salience and engagement for such platforms. 

• Mr Chua Wei Jian asked Mr V Dhanraj how much flexibility he would give each 

portfolio given that he has shared extensively about his plans and direction, and how 

would he handle disagreements from his committees. He also asked how the newly 

appointed Welfare Executive (Campus Life) would cope given the responsibilities 

beyond Housing and Transport which are already big issues within NTU. 

• Mr V Dhanraj cites his background in Psychology and shared that he knows how to 

understand people at a fundamental level, hence he would empathise the challenges 

his union members face and the sources of disagreement. He shared that he will be 

open-minded and encourage collaboration, and that he will set the general direction 

for workplans while junior Executive Committee members may pitch their ideas and 

consult him.  

• Mr V Dhanraj also shared that he feels the Vice-President (Policy) may be bogged 

down by high workload in other areas, hence the naming of Welfare Executive 

(Campus Life) to help share some of this burden. He explained that he will also chip 

in regarding Housing and Transport matters since the President attends board 

meetings.   

• Ms Lim Her Huey asked if Mr V Dhanraj thinks there is more value in improving 

the Union’s image and transparency when time could be channelled into improving 

student’s welfare. 

• Mr V Dhanraj clarified that he intends to improve reach more so than image, citing 

initiatives that effectively reach only a small population and the vocal minority, 

hence the need to reach out and engage more people to address their welfare. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked Mr V Dhanraj about his experience working with club 

presidents, and how he intends to keep communication open between the Executive 

Committee and club presidents. 
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• Mr V Dhanraj shared that his experience mostly comes from the School of Social 

Sciences (SSS) and Public Policy and Global Affairs (PPGA). He mentions that he 

is approachable but would like for the council to follow the hierarchy in which 

Academic and Non-Academic Club Presidents first approach the Council 

Chairperson for formal consideration and agenda, then interact with himself for 

larger scale issues in finance and welfare, to tap on his understanding of the 

feasibility of initiatives. 

• Mr Neo Jiun Hao Joel sought clarification on Mr V Dhanraj’s statement that the 

council would not interfere with decision making within committees, stating that the 

exco is a subset of the council and the exco executes on what the Council decides, 

citing inconsistencies in his statement. 

• Mr V Dhanraj admitted his lack of experience in the Council and clarifies that he 

does not plan to draw a divide between NTUSU Executive Committee and the 

Council. He agreed with Mr Neo Jiun Hao Joel that the Council is heavily involved 

in the Executive Committee’s operations, clarifying that he is looking at lower-level 

discussions and daily student activities rather than workplan or standing committee 

related decisions. He hopes to work well with the Council Chairperson to encourage 

involvement among the Council for things at the execution phase.  

• Mr Neo Jiun Hao Joel asked Mr V Dhanraj what he would decide to do should he 

not be elected as President, given it is a contested position. 

• Mr V Dhanraj shared that he would still be involved in the Union’s activities and 

would consider running for another position as he still wishes to contribute to the 

Union. He explained that he still has skillsets to offer and wants to immerse himself 

in the NTUSU’s culture, to learn more about the Council as well as standing 

committees given his limited experience. 

 
Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

V Dhanraj to leave the room for the next candidate to present. 

 

Mr V Dhanraj left the room and Mr Cai Yong Kang entered the room. 

 

2.3.3 Presentation of 2nd nominee – Mr Cai Yong Kang 

Mr Cai Yong Kang is a Year 3 Electrical and Electronic Engineering student. He shared his 

wealth of leadership experiences as the Cultural Activities Club Vice-President (Member 

Clubs Management), Constitutional Workgroup Chairperson, and Director at Junior 

Chamber International. He shared that despite his challenging role, he was not satisfied with 

doing the bare minimum and started various initiatives, while balancing his time to meet each 

chairperson for a meal to give advice. He highlighted being people-oriented leader and that 

he has the right attitude and heart to serve. He shared that as a Union Representative, he has 

reached out to all council members. He then shared his vision and plans for NTUSU 

Executive Committee, named “Change31”. For “Community”, he plans to help NTU 

students foster a more positive sense of identity and belonging, through the sharing of a 

weekly newsletter which highlights student achievements amidst COVID-19, having a 

greater variety of U-Shop Merchandise, and more vibrant student activities. For “Heart”, he 

shared his plans to help students transition from pandemic to endemic with a more positive 

mindset by having the Communications Division share stories of how students cope and 

thrive. For “Adaptability”, he hopes to push for innovative solutions to streamline internal 

processes, such as technologies to streamline internal workflow for the Secretariat office, 

and a calendar app to collate all NTU events by the IT committee. Moreover, he hopes to 

address issues such as Star Wars and Campus Bus issues using apps.  
 

2.3.4 Question and Answer 

• Mr Neo Jiun Hao Joel asked Mr Cai Yong Kang about his plans if we were not to be 

elected to the President role, and his specific plans to run the Executive Committee 
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given his limited experience working internally in NTUSU. 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang shared that he would seek other leadership experiences, such as 

his freelance software business. He also acknowledges that despite not coming from 

NTUSU, he plans to bridge the knowledge gap by connecting with individual 

committee chairpersons and outgoing executives over meals. He shared that he does 

not plan to micromanage but rather allow the outgoing Executive Committees to 

guide their successors through handover, citing his experience as the CAC Vice-

President in following what he felt made sense beyond emulating his predecessor. 

• Mr Neo Jiun Hao Joel followed up by asking Mr Cai Yong Kang how he would like 

to work with the rest of the Council members should he be elected. 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang explained that he envisions a Unified Council, building on the 

pleasant and professional working relationships within the 30th Council. He 

explained that he wants to build friendly relations with Council members, and he has 

already met with some of them. He shared that in connecting with Council members 

to exchange ideas and advice, he would fulfill his role as the face of NTUSU. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked Mr Cai Yong Kang to continue sharing the second half 

of his action plans. 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang shared the remaining pillars. “Nurturing” aims to nurture NTU 

students as leaders, competent employees, and active participants in the NTU 

community. For instance, the calendar app would help students to find events and 

opportunities to upskill and be empowered in teaching and learning new skills. 

“Gratitude” entails getting NTU students to share things they are grateful about, 

through newsletters and collaborations to raise funds for the less privileged. He 

shared the last pillar “Empowerment” which aims to inspire students to enable 

changes. He highlighted the Gender Equality initiatives from the 30th Council as 

good examples and shared that he hopes to build on them. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked Mr Cai Yong Kang to recite NTUSU’s vision and 

explain how he plans to uphold it, as well as what he thought the previous President 

failed to do and how he plans to follow up from it. 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang stated that the NTUSU vision is a community where students are 

empowered partners in building their university experience. He shared it would 

entail generating excitement in students about events, through innovative ways to 

conduct physical events that circumvent restrictions while taking care of students’ 

wellbeing. He then shared that encouraging involvement in such ways would get 

students attached to the community and become empowered partners in building 

their university experience. Regarding the second question, he stated that he could 

improve on the outward facing aspects by expanding his representation as the 

President to the entire undergraduate population. He shared that he would meet the 

committee chairpersons and Non-Constituent Club Presidents on a personal level to 

collaborate and give advice, which the previous President did not do, and improve 

on the President’s external image to the student population.  

• Mr Kee Yong Jie asked how often Mr Cai Yong Kang would meet up with his 

member club chairpersons given there are over 20 of them, and to share how 

frequently he intends to meet with NTUSU chairperson and strike a balance between 

building relationships through giving advice and micro-managing.  

• Mr Cai Yong Kang shared his experiences upon being elected as Vice President of 

CAC, having utilized all his mealtimes to meet with all 23 club chairpersons. He 

attributed having the energy to do so with his extroverted nature. He acknowledged 

that having meals with them would not be enough and is not the only way to build 

relationships. He suggested having a bonding session that is in line with the COVID-

19 restrictions to understand the newly elected NTUSU Executive Committee. He 

would make his telegram handle available to Council members and be open to give 

advice through meals and zoom meetings. He shared that he would not micromanage 

the committee chairpersons by talking to them about work, but rather focusing on 

their wellbeing and how they are adjusting to their role, placing trust on his 
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executives to manage work-based expectations. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked Mr Cai Yong Kang to share his experiences as a 

member of the 30th Council, and some of the improvements he would make to the 

Council if he were elected. He also asked whether Mr Cai Yong Kang if he thinks 

there is a lack of awareness among the student community of how the Council 

debates and pushes for policy, and it should be improved in the upcoming year. 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang shared that there were unpleasant things said about how NTUSU 

Executive Committee operates, but he did not judge, but came in with an open mind 

and through his interactions with the Executive Committee found out that they were 

working very hard. He felt that such a divide was unnecessary and thus wants to 

bridge the relationship between the Council and Executive Committee. He shared 

that if elected, he would improve relationships by sharing with a clear conscience, 

barring some things that are confidential. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

Seconder: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

 

• Following up on his answer, Mr Cai Yong Kang shared that he plans to clarify 

knowledge gaps and processes within Council through school publicity, as well as 

engaging students more through focused group discussions.  

• Mr Timothy Yip asked how Mr Cai Yong Kang was able to manage his member 

club’s autonomy, and how he handled conflicts that arose within member clubs.  

• Mr Cai Yong Kang shared that he would handle autonomy by first setting 

expectations with chairpersons before they manage the clubs. He also advised them 

to follow the CAC hierarchy and be accountable, giving only autonomy for certain 

tings but standardizing expectations for important things. With regards to conflict, 

he emphasized understanding the nature of conflicts and not giving any specific 

clubs special treatment. He shared that he managed conflicts together with his 

committee and looked at the bigger picture, being firm and taking action that was 

fair to all stakeholders.  

• Mr Timothy Yip followed up by pointing out the NTUSU President is not elected by 

any members of school such as academic clubs or Non-Constituent Clubs (NCC). 

He asked Mr Cai Yong Kang how he aims to represent the interests of all NTU 

undergraduates given he is not elected by all the undergraduates, and how would he 

represent the concerns of all NCCs. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

Seconder: Mr Harviran Singh 

 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang clarified that he would represent the interest of NTU and all 

Union members when meeting bodies outside of NTU, and although not elected 

directly by students, he would be elected indirectly by Club Presidents who are 

trusted by the student. He shared that each club’s voices can be heard through 

presenting in Council meetings and voting.   

• Mr Timothy Yip sought clarification on Mr Cai Yong Kang’s answers, asking if he 

would give advice to Constituent Club Presidents on how to manage their clubs. He 

asked if Mr Cai Yong Kang would respect each Club President’s autonomy and 

competence in their decision making.  

• Mr Cai Yong Kang clarified that his conversations with Club Presidents would be 

focused on listening to their concerns and giving advice rather than telling them how 

to manage their clubs. He acknowledged that all Council members were voted in 

equally and he would respect their autonomy. 
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Proposal for Break 

Proposer: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

Seconder: Ms Lim Her Huey 

 

Proposal to resume meeting 

Proposer: Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

Seconder: Mr Dervin Rochi 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Lim Hun 

Seconder: Ms Sun WenZhen 

 

• Ms Er Joey cited Mr Cai Yong Kang’s plans to raise funds for the less privileged 

and shared that NTUSU had been doing something similar for the past 2 years but 

had been discontinued. She asked Mr Cai Yong Kang to share his understanding of 

the functions within NTUSU and how the different divisions and committees within 

NTUSU work.  

• Mr Cai Yong Kang answered that the Communications Division deals mainly with 

both internal communications and outward facing communications to the student 

body, the Finance Division handles the Union’s Finances, U-Fund and U-Shop. The 

Secretariat Division consists of the Honorary General Secretary and Operations 

Executive and deals with internal operations within the Union. The Policy Division 

consists of the Welfare Executive (Academic Development) and the Housing and 

Transport Executive. The Student Activities Division is in charge of planning 

flagship events under NTUSU, and oversees Open House, as well as MODE 

Committees. The Orientation Associate Executive is the Chairperson of Union 

Orientation Camp and works closely with the Student Life Executive Orientation. 

• Ms Er Joey followed up by asking Mr Cai Yong Kang how he intends to establish a 

difference between himself, his Executive Committee and committee members to 

ensure his committee chairpersons are well equipped to lead without him having to 

step in excessively. 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang shared that his approach would be to understand his Executive 

Committee and their challenges from a friend’s point of view and to build 

interpersonal relationships. He expressed that he does not want to overstep into the 

job scopes of Executive Committee members in charge of committees. 

• Ms Er Joey asked Mr Cai Yong Kang to share more about the interpersonal 

challenges that were mentioned. 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang clarified that he could give advice on how to deal with inactive 

members or conflicts. For work-related matters he would redirect them to the 

Executive Committee. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked if there were any particular themes that Mr Cai 

Yong Kang plans to work on in his term. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Ms Fong Yihui 

Seconder: Mr Chua Wei Jian 

 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang shared that he plans to tackle technological concerns such as the 

school website. He says that his software background would allow him to give better 

advice on how to manage the website and would reach out to all engineering faculty 

Presidents to collaborate and work on apps for internal consumption, namely an 

internally designed bus tracking system. 

•  Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah clarified his question, asking how Mr Cai Yong Kang 
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plans to explore themes such as mental health and prioritise them accordingly. 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang apologized for diverting and shared that he could tap on the 

Welfare Initiative Workgroup that focuses on mental health and invite WSC 

representative in the workgroup. He explains that he has also looking and reading up 

on mental health issues.  

• Ms Fong Yihui asked Mr Cai Yong Kang how he plans to work his Executive 

Committee and align their approaches.  

• Mr Cai Yong Kang answered that he would leave more technical work issues to his 

Vice Presidents and Junior Executive Committee members. He shared that he would 

follow the hierarchy in handling working aspects and invest more effort into 

discussing how to handle different approaches. For more pertinent issues, he would 

raise them during Executive Committee meetings and hold voting to resolve 

differences.   

• Mr Timothy Yip asked Mr Cai Yong Kang about his approach on being empathetic, 

and how he would handle Executive Committee members who are unable to attend 

meetings due to their obligations, but nonetheless fulfill their office duties.  

• Mr Cai Yong Kang shared that it would be his duty to ensure that members of the 

Council and Executive Committee attend meetings, citing the regulations that any 

members who do not attend meetings 3 times would be voted out of Council. He 

shared that he would remain empathetic but would not give special treatment if 

anyone were to break the rules and enact regulations or possibly dismiss them. 

• Mr Timothy Yip asked Mr Cai Yong Kang how he would exercise his judgement for 

such members as dismissing them when they have valid reasons would be a waste.  

• Mr Cai Yong Kang shared that it is not his sole decision, and the Council must vote. 

He expressed that he would reach out to the Council Chairperson and Honorary 

General Secretary on how to encourage Council members who do not attend 

meetings. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan 

Seconder: Ms K Mutthulakshmi 

 

• Mr Chua Wei Jian pointed out that undergraduates are just one part of NTU 

students, whereas there are also diploma and postgraduate students. He then asked 

Mr Cai Yong Kang if he would take care of these groups through his policies. 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang explains that he is aware and shared that he would not just take 

care of certain clubs but all students. He would also work with the TTC President to 

understand their concerns. 

• Ms Amarpreet Kaur asked Mr Cai Yong Kang what concrete actionables he has in 

mind as the NTUSU President besides relationship building and internal bonding, 

given that NTUSU also works with many different stakeholders. 

• Mr Cai Yong Kang answered that he would read through email exchanges and 

consult the outgoing President before meeting with senior management to 

understand the context better.  

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

Cai Yong Kang to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Mr Cai Yong Kang left the room for voting. 

 

Ms K Mutthulakshmi asked why certain members lost their voting rights. 

  

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi clarified through the NTUSU Constitution that if any attendees were 

to turn their video off, they would be considered as having left the room and would therefore 
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lose their voting rights. 

 

Voting will commence after lunch break as the Union Election Committee will be reviewing 

the video recording. 

 

Proposal for Lunch Break 

Proposer: Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

Seconder: Mr Yu Hao 

 

Proposal to resume meeting 

Proposer: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

Seconder: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

 

 

2.3.5 Voting 

Total vote: 36 

Mr V Dhanraj 

15 

Mr Cai Yong Kang 

14 

Abstain 

7 

Invalid 

0 

 
Mr V Dhanraj was elected in position. 

President: Elected in position 
 

Ms Fan Chongyue entered the room at 1544Hr. 

 

2.4 Vice-President (Policy)’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Vice-President (Policy): Ms Fong Yihui 

Proposer: Ms Lim Gia Lim 

Seconder: Mr Yu Hao 

 

Nomination for Vice-President (Policy): Ms Sun WenZhen 

Proposer: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

Seconder: Ms Lim Gia Lim 

 

2.4.1 Presentation of 1st Nominee – Ms Fong Yihui 

Ms Fong Yihui is a Year 4 Communication Studies student, who most recently served as the 

Chairperson of NTUSU’s Information and Research Committee. She shared that she felt 

limited in her contributions during her previous term as she lacked the agency to act on 

feedback gathered by her committee. She expressed her desire to help students better 

understand school policies and help them have an enjoyable and memorable experience. She 

listed 6 areas of focus, namely Academic Development, Transport, Housing, Empowerment, 

Sustainability and Healthcare. On top of this, she explained that she would build and 

strengthen relationships with the School Management to facilitate open communication, 

foster collaboration on new initiatives, and represent the student body’s, Executive 

Committees, and Council’s feedback in policy making. She explained how Stakeholder 

Management and Negotiation, a good understanding of the Union, and Decisiveness are 

important traits for the Vice-President Policy to have. She shared how she is adept at 

Stakeholder Management from her experience as a Reputation Intern (Public Relations) at 

Edelman. Having spent 2 years serving in NTUSU planning events and conducting research 

on policy matters, she also explained that she has a good understanding of the Union, being 

awarded the Best Ussociate Award in 2020. Lastly, she shared that her organised working 

style would round up the previously mentioned qualities and make her a suitable candidate 

for the role. 

 

2.4.2 Question and Answer 
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• Ms K Mutthulakshmi asked Ms Fong Yihui what she expects her working 

relationship with the respective Housing and Transport Policy Executives under her 

will be like. 

• Ms Fong Yihui answered that she will speak to her policy executives and align her 

plans with theirs and align with the Executive Committee and Council. She shared 

that she adopts a more friendly working relationship with others and wants to be 

approachable. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked how the 6 listed areas of focus would be 

prioritised by Ms Fong Yihui. 

• Ms Fong Yihui acknowledged that she is not working alone and will be working 

closely with her policy executives. She would also prioritise issues according to their 

urgency and understand key deadlines and decisions from the school management, 

citing the Jurong Regional Line works as a potential priority for her term. 

• Ms Lim Gia Lim asked Ms Fong Yihui about her motivations for applying for the 

role and how she would prepare herself to tackle the diverse areas to be covered. 

• Ms Fong Yihui explained that she would adjust by learning from other Executive 

Committees and adapt to her role. She assured that her experience in policy matters 

allowed her to understand student sentiments on a range of issues well and will not 

be unfamiliar. She shared that she wants to liaise with the school management and 

push for changes she was unable to in her previous term. 

• Ms Lim Gia Lim asked Ms Fong Yihui to cite an experience that stood out most over 

her term as the Information and Research Committee Chairperson and elaborate on 

what actions she would want to take if elected.  

• Ms Fong Yihui shared her experience attending Focused Group Discussions on 

Mental Health and gave an opinion that school counselling services were inadequate, 

hence her focus on mental health services. She explained that she would study the 

current effectiveness of mental health measures in NTU and formulate new 

programmes based on student’s feedback rather than what she wants to push for. She 

also plans to explore with the school management on increasing the counselling 

capacity, and potentially expand to faculty members in halls.  

 

Ms Lim Yih Ching entered the room at 1559H. 

 

• Ms Er Joey asked how Ms Fong Yihui would strike a balance between reporting 

intermediate discussions and maintaining transparency on policies with NTU 

students, given the long ongoing build up to finalising policies. 

• Ms Fong Yihui expressed that she does not wish to give students false hope but 

would want to reassure them that NTUSU is working with the school concurrently. 

However, she would prioritise communicating for urgent issues such as the Hall 

Allocation Problem, given sufficient approval from the school.  

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked Ms Fong Yihui to share some of the challenges she 

thinks her predecessor faced and how she would work on it.  

• Ms Fong Yihui answered that there could have been closer oversight for housing and 

transport matters, though there were many empowerment initiatives. She shared that 

she would operate differently by working closely within her division for updates, 

and not be overly fixated with her own initiatives. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked how she would manage her time and achieving of KPIs. 

• Ms Fong Yihui stressed the importance of time management and coming up with 

combined timelines with her executives.  

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked for Ms Fong Yihui’s opinion on the food diversity issues 

within NTU. 

• Ms Fong Yihui gave her opinion that vendors may be discouraged by the small pool 

of visiting students and problems with the university’s location. She hopes to gather 

more funding for the school to attract more diverse stalls. 
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• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja asked Ms Fong Yihui to encompass her general approach to 

policy in 1-2 sentences. 

• Ms Fong Yihui answered that she would primarily listen to student’s feedback and 

work with the Communications team in gathering feedback and resolve pressing 

issues affecting students. She shared another aim of hers to build good relations with 

the school management to facilitate pushing for changes. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja asked about the types of challenges Ms Fong Yihui would 

face in discussing issues with her executives. 

• Ms Fong Yihui answered that pushing for policy changes may take too long or not 

be what students wanted. She would aim to understand her executive’s intentions 

and determine the workload to judge if they have capacity to work on both at the 

same time. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked Ms Fong Yihui to evaluate the effectiveness of 

NTUSU’s feedback gathering based on her experiences, and what her approach 

would be in discussing and formulating policy decisions. 

• Ms Fong Yihui explained that the previous Information and Research Committee did 

their best in communicating through email blasts to gather interest in Focused Group 

Discussions and surveys. She would also tap on U-Feedback to gather a 

representative idea on student sentiments and convey them to the school. She cited 

one of her initiatives for Employability and stated that she would consult the Council 

and Academic Club leaders before raising up to the school. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah mentioned the lack of halal food options in North 

Spine Canteen, and asked Ms Fong Yihui to evaluate the effectiveness of 

communications with the school on this issue. He also asked what other approaches 

could be taken to get the school to take notice of matters. 

• Ms Fong Yihui answered that results of the student surveys conducted could be 

publicised and the Union could explain their follow up actions through social media 

platforms. She also raised a suggestion about bringing in vendors to higher density 

locations and raise the appeal to set up stall in NTU. She also brought up that open 

communication with the school would be important in helping the Council strategise 

proposals to them. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym asked Ms Fong Yihui about her plans to prioritise policy updates 

from her division to better streamline information to the Communications team. 

• Ms Fong Yihui answered that she would notify the Communications team in advance 

of pushing out messages and resources to the school. 

 

Mr Harviran Singh and Mr Yu Hao left the room at 1616H. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

Fong Yihui to leave the room for the next candidate to present. 

 

Ms Fong Yihui entered the waiting room and Ms Sun WenZhen entered the room. 

 

2.4.3 Presentation of 2nd Nominee – Ms Sun WenZhen 

Ms Sun WenZhen is a Year 2 Economic and Public Policy and Global Affairs student. She 

shared her multitude of leadership experiences such as being the President of a Bicultural 

Leader’s Academy, founding member of a social project Belanja a Meal, and a director at 

Business China Youth Chapter. She added that such experiences had trained her ability to 

plan for the long term and work with people with complex stakeholder profiles, making her 

a suitable candidate for the role. In assuming the role of Vice-President Policy, she hopes to 

provide good policy recommendations that are impactful and tangibly beneficial to the 

student body, and ensure two-way communication in taking feedback from students, raising 

them to the school management and in turn proving updates to students. She laid out 6 areas 

of focus: Academic Development, Housing, Transport, Empowerment, Sustainability and 
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Healthcare, for which she would be working closely with her executives on. On Academic 

Development, her focus would be on Internship and Exchange opportunities, such as 

ensuring fair and transparent selection processes for OGEM and working with CAO to cater 

a wider variety of internships. Her plans for Transport and Housing include looking into a 

new internal shuttle bus contract and more efficient allocation of bus resources, as well as 

relooking into the hall allocation scheme. She emphasised the Jurong Regional Line’s 

construction as an important consideration, for which she will communicate with her 

executives and relevant stakeholders to minimise disruptions to students. She then explained 

her strong interest and focus on Mental Health and will focus on formal and informal support 

avenues as well as sustaining the #LetsTalk series. She shared sustainability initiatives such 

as adding recycling bins in campus and halls and implementing a sustainability checklist. 

Moreover, she aims to integrate healthcare and mental health initiatives. She shared her plans 

for a one-stop portal with centralised information on policies, as well as tapping on NTUSU’s 

social media channels to host FAQ channels. She hopes to improve communication with 

important stakeholders by developing professional yet personal relationships with them. 

Within the exco, she would focus on building good working relations and improving 

communication through understanding each other’s concerns. 

 

2.4.4 Question and Answer 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym asked Ms Sun WenZhen to share how she would define the pillar 

of empowerment and about her plans regarding the sustainability of the Let’s Talk 

series targeting Mental Health. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen answered that empowerment covers many different areas like 

Gender Equality and Sexual Harassment, and she is keen to focus on Mental Health 

for her term. She shared her plans to tap on formal and informal avenues of mental 

health support. She hopes to work on improving and advocating counselling 

processes with an emphasis on privacy and mentions that she will sustain the ongoing 

peer support initiative. She posits that such policies are longstanding and are 

typically unaffected when there is a change of leadership. Regarding the Let’s Talk 

Series, she expressed fondness for the series as it is easy to follow and says it could 

be a way to garner attention and spread awareness of counselling services among 

students. 

• Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan asked for Ms Sun WenZhen’s vision for policies 

relating to hall allocation for international students. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen acknowledged that international students faced much difficulty in 

securing off-campus accommodation during the previous hall allocation incident and 

shared that she would look into a temporary arrangement that would prioritise 

international students.  

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked Ms Sun WenZhen what kind of information she would 

be providing to the Council and how could Council members aid her in forming 

policies. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen answered that she hopes to engage Council members for 

discussion on school-related issues as they would have a better representation of the 

problems faced by students. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi asked Ms Sun WenZhen to explain her working relationship 

with her executives. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen shared that she adopts a more inclusive style of leadership and 

hopes that she and her executives would be open to giving each other constructive 

feedback and sharing problems. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi asked Ms Sun WenZhen about her views on the problems 

faced by international students and gaining campus life points. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen shared that there could be a more sophisticated banding system 

that serves to help international students to a small extent. 
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• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked for an evaluation on the current mental health 

initiatives by the university and NTUSU, and if Ms Sun WenZhen’s proposed 

initiatives would complement them or attempt to address a different issue. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen shared about the mental health modules offered by NTU on how 

to approach students in mental health distress and explained that her initiatives would 

complement these by encouraging and directing students to the appropriate channels.  

• Ms Lim Gia Lim asked Ms Sun WenZhen how she would manage stakeholder 

expectations in negotiating for equal opportunities for students in hall allocation, and 

how she would react to or work around negotiations falling through.  

• Ms Sun WenZhen shared background on the current foundation of policies to 

allocate halls to students based on contributions and other circumstances to promote 

an equal distribution of halls. She explained that sentiments could be collected and 

given as feedback to school management if an unequal distribution arose. Ms Sun 

WenZhen also suggested aiming for compromises when it comes to negotiations 

with school management. Expectations from the student body could be managed by 

holding townhalls to share progress and reach a consensus.  

• Ms Lim Gia Lim asked Ms Sun WenZhen how she would measure success in her 

role. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen stated that she would set small measurable goals such as reaching 

agreements with certain stakeholders or enacting certain policy changes. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying addressed Ms Sun WenZhen’s idea on giving international 

students additional hall points and asked how she would handle complaints from 

the general student population targeting this policy. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen shared that she would use metrics to gauge the number of points 

to boost international students with by balancing them against the contributions of 

other students and hopes to make this process more transparent. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked to clarify what such metrics would entail. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen would consider the factors affecting a student’s need for hall 

accommodation and assign weights to them. Some examples include urgency of need 

for halls and off-campus housing prices.  

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked if such an arrangement is only meant to address the 

pandemic, and what would happen afterwards. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen explained that her initiative would build on the foundation laid by 

the previous Housing Executive in helping to achieve equal allocation for all 

students. However, the arrangement of boosting hall points for international students 

could be short-term and removed after the pandemic.  

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

Seconder: Ms Lim Gia Lim 

 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked Ms Sun WenZhen how and on what areas she plans to 

work with the Ministry of Health. 
• Ms Sun WenZhen clarified that she plans to communicate policy changes by MOH 

to the student body. 
• Ms Lim Her Huey stated that various ECAs entail different levels of work, but the 

amount of hall points awarded do not always reflect that and asks Ms Sun WenZhen 

how she would measure students’ contribution in terms of the ECA points.  

• Ms Sun WenZhen assured that she would investigate this concern and stated that 

taking away points from certain ECAs in question would take away from the hard 

work of some students and be detrimental. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

Sun WenZhen to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 
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Ms Sun WenZhen left the room for voting. 

 

2.4.5 Voting 

Total vote: 39 

Ms Fong Yihui  

17 

Ms Sun WenZhen  

20 

Abstain 

2 

Invalid 

0 

 
Vice-President (Policy): Elected in position 

 

Proposal for Break 

Proposer: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

Seconder: Ms Lim Her Huey 

 

Proposal to resume meeting 

Proposer: Ms Lim Her Huey 

Seconder: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

 

2.5 Vice-President (Communications)’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Vice-President (Communications): Ms Ong Tze Kym 

Proposer: Ms Athena Tan Jiaxin 

Seconder: Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono 

 

2.5.1 Presentation 

Ms Ong Tze Kym is a Year 2 Communications Student from Wee Kim Wee School of 

Communication and Information. She described herself as loud in how she presents herself 

to others and how she comes across to people. She shared that she is people centric and values 

relations, thus wanting to bring her specialisation in communications to NTUSU. She shared 

her background in corporate communications, interning at the Infocomm Media Authority of 

Singapore (IMDA) and handling initiatives from IMDA’s Human Capital Development, 

where she was constantly challenged to innovate and ideate creative solutions to engage 

internal and external stakeholders. In joining NTUSU, she hopes to come up with inclusive 

initiatives that celebrate the diversity in NTU. She identified areas of improvement that she 

hopes to work on, such as increasing the visibility of NTUSU’s efforts to the school, as well 

as targeting engagement and outreach efforts to promote involvement in students. Ms Ong 

Tze Kym introduced three main goals to guide her communications efforts: To Inform, 

Relate, and Engage. She named the executives working under the Communications Division 

and shared how their roles support each of her goals, which lead up to her overarching 

purpose of fostering a collective NTUSU experience. She then laid out her methods of 

approach in ensuring clear communications through streamlining of NTUSU’s social media 

channels, improving the Union’s identity and branding, and experimental content to increase 

engagement and involvement with students. Lastly, she hopes to contribute to the Union by 

bringing a personable and corporate communications angle into her division.  

 

2.5.2 Question and Answer 

• Mr V Dhanraj asked how Ms Ong Tze Kym would handle and prioritise requests 

from the various committees and external stakeholders. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym emphasised that the Union should remain objective and work 

towards representing the entire student population, hence she and the 

Communication portfolio would be open to requests that fit the criteria. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked Ms Ong Tze Kym for her opinion about the general 

student perception of the Union, if it could be improved and how she intends to 

achieve improvements. 
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• Ms Ong Tze Kym felt that there is a general disconnect between the general student 

population and the Union due to a lack of physical presence, which makes the work 

of the Communications portfolio more important in bridging connections. She cited 

the 30th Executive Committee’s efforts to appear more vibrant with initiatives to 

connect with students and hopes to continue such efforts. 

• Ms Er Joey noted that the Vice-President (Communications) oversees many different 

executives and committee leaders, and asked Ms Ong Tze Kym how she would 

establish the hierarchy in terms of work delegation and feedback flow. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym answered that her role would be to lead and set the overall 

direction for communications efforts in the Union. She shared that she would place 

trust in her executives to lead their committees but would see herself being more 

involved to understand their working styles and paces better. She would also step in 

regarding complaints from the committee leaders about her executives or failure to 

meet key performance indicators. She added that she would respect the work of her 

design team but ensure that deliverables adhere to the Union’s branding and publicity 

guidelines. 

• Ms Er Joey asked for one aspect that Ms Ong Tze Kym would improve on from the 

previous term in terms of engaging the general student population. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym shared that she worked on revamping the NTUSU website 

previously and would like to improve the utilisation of the content calendar. She 

added working with her executives and lead committees on streamlining tasks to 

better utilise the manpower changes. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked Ms Ong Tze Kym for her evaluation of the 

current publicity methods adopted by the Union. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym answered that communications work revolves around Instagram 

publicity as well as weekly email newsletters with consolidated information on 

events across all clubs, along with other channels. She acknowledged that 

disseminating information on Welcome Week to new students may not be effective 

as they are unfamiliar with Outlook, hence they would fall back on the Instagram 

page to publicise key events. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked if there are any considerations to reach less tech-

savvy students who do not use Instagram. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym answered that this would fall on the weekly newsletters to 

complement the Instagram page and maximise outreach. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

Ong Tze Kym to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Ms Ong Tze Kym left the room for voting. 

 

2.5.3 Voting 

Total vote: 35 

For 

34 

Abstain 

1 

Against 

0 

Invalid 

0 

 

Vice-President (Communications): Elected in position 

 

Ms Fong Yihui tendered her resignation as Union Executive Committee Representative to 

the council at 1746Hr.  

 

2.6 Vice-President (Student Activities)’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Vice-President (Student Activities): Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

Proposer: Ms Lim Her Huey 

Seconder: Mr V Dhanraj 
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2.6.1 Presentation 

Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie shared that he is the Union Representative for the School of 

Humanities and a Year 3 Philosophy major. He listed his past experiences holding key 

appointments in the School of Humanities Main Committee and Transition Orientation 

Programme, Union Orientation Committee and CoHASS. He noted his crucial role in 

working with ambiguity and laying the foundation and structure for the relatively new SoH 

Committee. He shared that his background in events and orientation, along with an interest 

in challenging himself and team-oriented nature had led him to try out for the role of Vice-

President (Student Activities). He discussed his plans for the role such as setting the direction 

for student activities and giving his team freedom to explore ideas with being micromanaged. 

He stated his vision of organising events of genuine interest, and avoiding the perception of 

NTUSU initiatives to be about giving free items. 

 

2.6.2 Question and Answer 

• Mr V Dhanraj asked Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie how he would manage the increased 

number of executives under him. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie shared that it is manageable for him given his experience 

in managing a number of schools under CoHASS. He added that he would separate 

work and friendships built within his team, and make himself approachable. 

• Mr V Dhanraj further asked how he would manage overseeing the workload of 5 

executives and their committees. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie answered that time management would be important and 

his experience in managing multiple committees previously would help him do so. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked how he would measure the success of events and how 

he would propose to make events more genuinely interesting. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie answered that he wants events to be unique to NTU. He 

shared that turnout rates would be his KPI. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked further on Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie’s thoughts 

on current events by the Union. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie replied that some students may view NTUSU events as 

giveaways, and he wants to move away from this by providing uniqueness. He shared 

that he aims to push boundaries by trying new things in his term and will discuss 

with his team before doing so. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked about the challenges Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

would face organising events amidst COVID-19. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie shared that managing expectations of his executives and 

providing the middle ground between them and the Student Affairs Office would be 

the biggest challenges he foresees. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked if events in the upcoming term would be 

physical or hybrid. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie answered that it would depend on the nature of the event 

against the current measures, and gave an example of orientations being preferably 

physical, whilst Open House segments could be held online. He added that it would 

be up to the creativity of his team, and he would be there to support them. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey questioned the suitability of turnout rates as a metric for 

event success as it would deviate from the goal of moving away from giving free 

items to generating genuine interest. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie clarified that giveaways would be the main initiatives by 

the Welfare Initiatives Committee, and that he hopes to add features to make events 

more engaging. He gave another example of Union Orientation which does not entail 

giveaways and explained that he would want to increase signups while making the 

event more engaging for freshmen. 
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• Ms Lim Yih Ching asked which of the following Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie would 

prioritise more: meeting KPIs or the welfare of his team in terms of adjusting to the 

fluid situation.  

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie answered that he had adjusted to prioritising people 

management over hitting objectives over the course of his time in CoHASS, as 

evidenced by the constant need to manage expectations and resolve conflict. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie why he would want Open 

House to remain virtual, given that feedback from clubs was mostly indicative of 

wanting physical engagement with students. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie clarified that his idea was based on feedback from the 

schools under CoHASS, but he would remain open to what clubs want for Open 

House. 

• Ms Angeline Yeow Seow Yin asked Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie about his taking a 

daring approach for CoHASS while there were problems with the Transition 

Orientation Programme (TOP), and how he would prevent events from falling 

through in a similar way during his term. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie clarified that the problems with TOP were present before 

he assumed his role and that he was working to rectify them. He added that a large 

amount of effort was necessary for orientation programmes as it would determine 

how well freshmen connect with their faculties. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym asked Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie for his approach to his team in 

case of burnout or lack of motivation, given the peer-centred and tiring nature of 

Student Activities. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie answered that he prefers to be on the ground with his 

team during events and this would help him in sensing feelings among his team and 

thinking of ways to motivate them. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

Edmund Teo Zheng Jie to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie left the room for voting. 

 

2.6.3 Voting 

Total vote: 37 

For 

25 

Abstain 

6 

Against 

6 

Invalid 

0 

 
Vice-President (Student Activities): Elected in position 

 

2.7 Honorary Financial Secretary’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Honorary Financial Secretary: Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler 

Proposer: Ms Felicia Angelina Halim 

Seconder: Mr V Dhanraj 

 

Mr Ong Shao Wei, Wesley entered the room at 1822Hr.  

 

2.7.1 Presentation 

Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler is Year 2 Material Science and Engineering student. He shared 

that he has an Advanced Diploma in Emergency Response and Incident Management, which 

he believes taught him to handle tense moments and make the best judgement calls quickly. 

His active contributions in school, community and sports gave him experience in public 

speaking and leadership, thus making him suitable for a Senior Executive Committee. He 

also shared that he is a business owner and had been singlehandedly managing all processes 

in the business, from marketing and operations to communications. He described his 
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leadership style as macro-managing, altruistic and direct, while being efficient and by the 

books. Over the past year, Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler served as the Operations Director of 

NTUSU U-Shop, being the first line in signing quotations and invoices while working closely 

with the Finance Executive. He had enjoyed serving the student body in this capacity and 

wishes to continue doing so, now in an executive position. He plans to push forward and 

execute policies while strategizing for the prudent use of Union funds and overseeing the 

financial and corporate arm of NTUSU. He explained that he wants to work on Image, 

Relevance and Philanthropy. For Image, he shared that he plans to tap on U-Shop by working 

on e-commerce, partnering with bigger brands, and getting Ad Space for the Union. For 

Relevance, he hopes to partner with more relevant sponsors and bring in brands that students 

would utilise more. On top of this, he would work on achieving on more relevant products 

by having students vote on their preferred items and designs. He emphasised that he would 

closely with the Corporate Liaison Executive and Finance Executive to achieve his 

directions. To encourage and inculcate philanthropy, he proposed an online e-donation 

platform, as well as incorporating fundraising components in NTUSU events. 

 

2.7.2 Question and Answer 

• Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En mentioned that the brands sought after by students would 

be harder to secure, and asked Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler how he would handle such 

requests. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler answered that he is currently unfamiliar with the 

corporate liaison procedures but would work closely with the requested sponsors to 

reach a compromise, or try again in the future if met with unfavourable terms. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie asked to see the remaining slides. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler continued his slide presentation and explained his plans 

for philanthropy in encouraging students to donate small amounts during school 

events. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler to elaborate more on the 

roles of the Honorary Financial Secretary. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler answered that the role entails consolidating and 

reviewing the Union budget, while ensuring sustainable use of the Union’s funds. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked about the fiscal policy adopted by the Union with 

regard to the Student Fund, and what internal controls exist to prevent misuse of the 

funds. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler clarified that he is unable to disclose much about the 

Student Fund due to confidentiality but shared that he hopes to achieve profits for 

U-Shop as a portion of which would go to the Student Fund and in turn be used to 

serve the student body. 

• Mr Chua Wei Jian asked about how platform fees for e-commerce would be covered. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler answered that he would analyse the cost and benefits of 

possible options for the e-commerce site, as well as look at existing school platforms 

or use the school website.  

• Mr Chua Wei Jian asked if there were any plans to raise merchandise fees in order 

to fund the platform fees. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler stated that the current U-Shop prices are ideal and should 

not be raised to cover platform fees, and other methods such as increasing variety 

and seasonal merchandise to boost sales could be used to cover such costs. 

• Ms Loh Mei Ling asked Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler how he would balance his 

plans for the U-Shop and sponsorships with those of his junior executives. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler shared that he would give them autonomy to pursue their 

ideas and he would play a more supportive role. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler how he would 

balance the goals of maximising profits and student welfare. 
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• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler clarified that U-Shop profit go into the Student Fund and 

UFund, whereas student welfare comes from the Corporate Liaison sector. He shared 

that in his term, he would aim to negotiate lower prices or maintain prices for 

products by advocating the good cause of helping students. 

• Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi asked Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler how his previous 

experience as U-Shop’s Operations Director would ease him into the role of 

Honorary Finance Secretary given that the vast difference in the two job scopes. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler answered that handling the operations aspect of U-Shop 

exposed him to many different departments of U-Shop including marketing and 

finance. He added working with the previous Finance Executive closely which 

helped him understand the processes in U-Shop well. 

• Mr Ong Shao Wei, Wesley asked Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler how he would resolve 

conflicts between committees or executives resulting from budget allocation. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler answered that there would be a council meeting to settle 

differing opinions in the budget, and he would generally follow the incoming 

President’s direction as well as his own judgement on how urgently funds are 

needed. 

• Ms Loh Mei Ling asked how he would provide an alternative perspective and 

balance the incoming President’s direction to ensure the welfare of students. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler said that he would rely on previous data and be impartial 

when it comes to judging expenditure. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked who the possible beneficiaries of the Student Fund are. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler answered that the fund provides bursaries for students, 

and candidates are considered through finances, academics and extra-curricular 

achievements, and selection is done by the Student Affairs Office. He added that 

while applications are made by students directly to the office, he would raise 

awareness among students about the connection between U-Shop and the funds. 

• Ms Loh Mei Ling asked Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler to elaborate on tax relief. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler answered that he plans to encourage philanthropy through 

donation of small amounts which would not incur tax relief. 

• Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi asked for the purpose of donating to external beneficiaries 

over students.  
• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler denied bringing up this point and said that he does not 

agree with doing so. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

Jaydon Chong Wei Ler to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler left the room for voting. 

 

2.7.3 Voting 

Total vote: 34 

For 

25 

Abstain 

6 

Against 

3 

Invalid 

0 

 
Honorary Financial Secretary: Elected in position 

 

Proposal for Dinner Break  

Proposer: Ms K Mutthulakshmi 

Seconder: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

 
Proposal to Resume Meeting 

Proposer: Ms Ong Tze Kym 
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Seconder: Ms Sun WenZhen 

 

2.8 Welfare Executive (Academic Development)’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Welfare Executive (Academic Development): Mr Yu Hao 

Proposer: Mr V Dhanraj 

Seconder: Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

 

2.8.1 Presentation 

Mr Yu Hao is a Year 2 Biological Sciences student with a Second Major in Medicinal 

Chemistry and Pharmacology. He shared that he was the Business Officer for the Open 

House Committee and Tour Host in the previous year. On top of this, he was a part of the 

Student Council in junior college. He shared that he is an extrovert and open-minded 

communicator, in addition to being a good listener. He described himself as optimistic, active 

and logical. He explained that the Welfare Executive (Academic Development) oversees 

issues such as student internships and exchange, feedback, and improving the learning amidst 

COVID-19 measures and updates, among other things. He discussed his goals for the 

upcoming term. To improve current COVID-19 measures, he would effectively 

communicate with the relevant school offices and academic clubs and improve transparency 

and accountability between schools and students. To improve student’s internship 

experiences, he aims to minimise the occurrence of mismatch of skills and knowledge 

between students and companies. He would do so by working closely with the Career and 

Admissions Office to secure more quality internships and include feedback and reviews from 

seniors. Moreover, he would look at improving exchange experience as well, by increasing 

the appeal of SUSEP to students and reaching out to alumni for funding of overseas exchange 

for students from less privileged families. Additionally, he shared that he aims to tackle the 

STARS issue by updating course information and curriculum of individual modules before 

bidding periods and improving transparency of allocation of slots. He would also facilitate 

the providing of Past Year Paper answers on the NTU E-Library. Lastly, he shared his plans 

to improve mental well-being of students, such as termly surveys on student’s stress levels, 

talks by guest speakers on mental health, and working with the Student Wellbeing Centre 

and CTLP on ways to improve curriculum based on feedback. 

 

2.8.2 Question and Answer 

• Ms Bong Ru Hui asked Mr Yu Hao how he plans to collect student sentiments across 

the various faculties. 

• Mr Yu Hao replied that feedback can be collected informally through word of mouth, 

and formally through student surveys at the academic club level. 
• Ms Sun WenZhen asked the skill matching for internships would be carried out. 

• Mr Yu Hao suggested having an integrated internship portal for students to input 

their relevant skills and employers would list and request their preferred skillsets. 

• Ms Sun WenZhen asked if he intends to have such matching be done automatically.  

• Mr Yu Hao answered that he would discuss further with the Career Office whether 

to let matching be done automatically or through an approval basis. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi asked if it is possible to guarantee a minimum number of 

modules allocated for student’s majors during STARS.  

• Mr Yu Hao answered that it would depend on the school offering the module and 

there would typically be pre-allocated slots for students majoring in the subject. He 

added that he would instead look at improving the transparency around number of 

slots offered per module. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked if Mr Yu Hao would have any say with regards to 

improvements in the revamped STARS system. 

• Mr Yu Hao replied that he would gather feedback through academic clubs on how 

the new system would impact them and convey them to the relevant personnel. 
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• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked if there were quantitative evidence for the skills 

mismatch in internships being a widespread issue in NTU. 

• Mr Yu Hao admitted that he does not have quantitative evidence on hand but 

suggested that it was an issue of concern as it potentially wastes the professional 

internship experience of a student.  

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked how Mr Yu Hao plans to implement the increased 

transparency of allocation of modules during STARS. 
• Mr Yu Hao answered that schools could further allocate and make known the number 

of slots tailored to students of various programmes, given that students bid for 

modules in staggered periods. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Tanay Bharadwaja 

Seconder: Ms Michelle Andrea Budiarto 

 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked if such a situation is more of a flaw in the system rather 

than an issue of transparency. 

• Mr Yu Hao replied that while there could be systemic problems, the issue of 

transparency at hand could be tackled by informing students on the number of slots 

available. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja suggested that the issue with SUSEP was less of the appeal 

to students but rather the low vacancies, and asked Mr Yu Hao for his opinion on 

this. 

• Mr Yu Hao brought up his senior’s comments that SUSEP entails learning similar 

things with a different setting and lecturers. He added that a way to increase appeal 

would be to expand the range of activities such as research projects. 

• Ms Lim Gia Lim asked Mr Yu Hao how he would communicate unfavourable 

policy-related news to students. 

• Mr Yu Hao shared his opinion that students deserve to know the happenings in NTU 

even if does not concern them, and it would be unlikely to affect academic rigour. 

Hence, he would share them in the interest of transparency and to inform students of 

possible preventive measures.  
 

Mr Huang Yuxuan entered the room at 2037Hr.  

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah 

Seconder: Ms Lim Gia Lim 

 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked Mr Yu Hao if he is aware of the current approach 

to academic experience, how his approach would be different and how he would 

convince the school to enact his desired change. 

• Ms Bong Ru Hui interjected and clarified that Mr Yu Hao would not be expected to 

know about the first part. 

• Mr Yu Hao then answered that he aims to improve the system of feedback from 

educators. 
• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked how Mr Yu Hao plans to engage the Academic Club 

Presidents for their opinions towards his policy-crafting. 
• Mr Yu Hao answered that he would approach each school’s policy on a case-by-case 

basis and requires the help of respective Academic Club Presidents to gather and 

collate feedback to him. 
 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

Yu Hao to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 
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Mr Yu Hao left the room for voting. 

 

2.8.3 Voting 

Total vote: 22 

For 

16 

Abstain 

4 

Against 

2 

Invalid 

0 

 
Welfare Executive (Academic Development): Elected in position 

 

2.9 Chief of Staff ’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Chief of Staff: Ms Li Yibai 

Proposer: Ms Lim Her Huey 

Seconder: Ms Goay Si Qi 

 

2.9.1 Presentation 

Ms Li Yibai is a Year 3 Computer Science student and shared her passion and skillsets which 

led to her run for the role of Chief of Staff. She shared that she admires NTUSU and is 

grateful for their help in the housing saga, hence she wishes to express her gratitude and 

contribute by joining the Union in an executive role. She shared that she has good 

communication and collaborative skills, and would be able to help connect Ussociates and 

foster cohesion. She believes that in building this sense of attachment to the Union, 

Ussociates would be more motivated to commit and contribute, enabling NTUSU to better 

serve the student body. Amongst her various leadership experiences, she was the Human 

Resource Director in PRCSU and the President in IET NTU. She then laid out her workplan 

with four main areas of focus. Firstly, she hopes to improve bonding between Ussociates and 

within the Executive Committee through events like Welcome Day and Bonding Day and 

increasing the frequency of internal newsletters to Ussociates. For Reflection, she shared 

plans for a Reflection Channel for Ussociates to voice their concerns and relay messages. 

For Learning and Development, she proposed fireside chats, workshops and sharing sessions 

such as internship seeking ones based on Ussociate’s interests. She suggested bringing in 

alumni to take part in a mentorship program to facilitate Ussociates on their career path. 

Lastly, she would oversee manpower matters in the Union, such as hiring, firing, discipline, 

and organisational structure discussions and modifications at the end of the academic year. 

 

Mr Tanay Bharadwaja left the room at 2057Hr.  

Mr Tanay Bharadwaja entered the room at 2057Hr.  

 

2.9.2 Question and Answer 

• Ms Ng May Lin asked which of the four pillars Ms Li Yibai would focus on, and to 

elaborate more on how she would transfer her lessons on organisational practices 

from her internship to the Union. 

• Ms Li Yibai answered that she would improve the onboarding process through casual 

and fun activities as well as building a sense of attachment to the Union by raising 

awareness of the organisation’s history to Ussociates. She added having feedback 

channels including surveys and townhalls to engage Ussociates. She also shared her 

plans to facilitate a positive learning experience for Ussociates by creating 

educational programmes for them. She explained that she would focus on the 

learning and development aspect. 
• Ms Ong Tze Kym asked Ms Li Yibai if she would have new ideas for Bonding Day 

given that the event would likely still be affected by the pandemic. 

• Ms Li Yibai stated that she would follow the Safe Management Measures in planning 

the event and hold it virtually, if necessary, but would attempt to include physical 

elements such as Welcome Gifts and refreshments.  
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• Ms Ong Tze Kym asked if the nature of the upcoming bonding day which requires 

Ussociates to block out smaller timeslots within a day would affect turnout rates. 

• Ms Li Yibai shared that she would focus on a shorter duration for the event following 

prior feedback from Usssociates that the previous event was too long. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked Ms Li Yibai to elaborate on the role of the Chief 

of Staff within the Union and to share any challenges she foresees. 

• Ms Li Yibai shared that the Chief of Staff primarily works to bond members of the 

Union and shape a beneficial experience for all, as well as to oversee discipline. She 

added that the pandemic may have caused some Ussociates to be disengaged due to 

events being virtual and shared that she hopes to strengthen ties within committees 

through bonding and settle misunderstandings between members. 

• Ms Ng May Lin asked Ms Li Yibai how she would encourage Ussociates to do her 

proposed surveys and attend events. 

• Ms Li Yibai replied that she would encourage them with incentives like gifts and 

increase the inclusivity of surveys by making them open to the general student 

population. She also suggested getting executives and committee chairpersons to 

encourage their peers in taking up surveys and events. 

• Ms Ng May Lin suggested that engagement surveys should be done internally and 

any engagement with the general student population should be done through U-

Feedback. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked Ms Li Yibai how she would measure the enrichment 

of Ussociates and use that information to improve the overall experience. 

 

Ms Adele Seah Yue Ting left the room at 2057Hr.  

Ms Adele Seah Yue Ting entered the room at 2057Hr. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

Seconder: Ms Lim Her Huey  

 

• Ms Li Yibai answered that she would judge enrichment based on the qualitative 

feedback provided through her surveys, such as the types of improvements 

Ussociates wish to see in Human Resource Committee events. 

• Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En asked how Ms Li Yibai would approach Executive 

Committee members with poor attendance or do not fulfil their duties. 

• Ms Li Yibai shared that she would adopt the same approach as for Ussociates by 

understanding the reasons for the problem, but also aim to personally help the 

executive to get back on track. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

Li Yibai to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Ms Li Yibai left the room for voting. 

 

Ms Tay Wei Ying and Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie entered the room at 2122Hr. 

 

2.9.3 Voting 

Total vote: 33 

For 

26 

Abstain 

7 

Against 

0 

Invalid 

0 

 
Chief of Staff: Elected in position 

 

Ms Theodora Lynn entered the room at 2128Hr. 
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Proposal for break  

Proposer: Ms Felicia Angelina Halim 

Seconder: Ms Sun WenZhen 

 

Proposal to resume meeting 

Proposer: Ms Lim Gia Lim 

Seconder: Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

 

2.10 Housing and Transport Policy Executive’s Council Rally 

 

Nomination for Housing and Transport Policy Executive: Ms K Mutthulakshmi 

Proposer: Ms Lim Her Huey 

Seconder: Ms Angeline Yeow Seow Yin 

 

Nomination for Housing and Transport Policy Executive: Mr Tanay Bharadwaja 

Proposer: Mr Chua Wei Jian 

Seconder: Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

 

Nomination for Housing and Transport Policy Executive: Mr Enrian Wicaksana 

Proposer: Mr Chua Wei Jian 

Seconder: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

 

Ms Fan Chongyue entered the room at 2135Hr.  

 

2.10.1 Presentation of 1st Nominee - Ms K Mutthulakshmi 

Ms K Mutthulakshmi shared that she is a Year 2 student from NIE majoring in Maths and 

English, and described herself as determined and empathetic. Her active involvement in hall 

activities and strong connection to hall culture was one of her reasons for running to be the 

Housing and Transport Policy Executive. She stated her vision of a safe, fair, and fun 

experience for hall residents along with a reliable transport system. She revealed some key 

concerns for housing gathered from newly elected Hall Presidents, including hall allocation, 

food options, sexual misconduct, and macaques, for which she has come up with work plans. 

Firstly, she plans to increase transparency for the hall allocation plan and revamp the Campus 

Life point system to be fairer. Next, she shared initiatives to tackle the lack of halal food 

during Ramadan Month, such as inclusive group discussions, delivery systems and having 

food available through convenience stores and vending machines, as well as creating halal 

food preparation areas. Her other plans include tapping on existing peer helpers to introduce 

hall and cluster peer support groups, ensuring relocation of macaques, and minimising the 

effects of the Jurong Regional Line construction on students. She also laid out her work plans 

for Transport, including increased transparency of the bus tracking system between bus 

vendors, NTU management and students. 

 

Mr Tneoh Yuan Chen (Kenji) entered the room at 2149Hr. 

Ms Sun WenZhen left the room at 2150Hr. 

 

2.10.2 Question and Answer 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie asked Ms K Mutthulakshmi to share the rest of her slide 

presentation.  

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi continued by sharing that she would continue the current 

efforts aimed to increase frequency of buses. She added that increasing lights along 

roads would contribute to safety for students. She shared that there are ongoing plans 

to look into new contracts for campus buses, for which she would participate in 

negotiations to cover student’s welfare. She rounded up by delivering an end goal of 
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ensuring safety and welfare of all students and ensuring fair and efficient hall and 

transport systems. 

• Mr Lim Hun asked Ms K Mutthulakshmi how she would propose the maintenance 

of food preparation areas. He further asked if such responsibility of maintenance 

would fall onto halls, and if their responsibilities have been guaranteed so far. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi replied that most of the hall councils had expressed interest in 

centralised food preparation areas and willingness to maintain them. She suggested 

that a bigger issue lies in ensuring the facilities remained halal, and proposed ideas 

such as restricting access of preparation areas to registered students. 

• Mr Lim Hun asked how and to what extent she can promise to sustain 

communications between NTU Management and the student body over transport. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi replied that considering the confidentiality of certain issues, 

she hopes to work within limitations to provide students with as much information 

as possible. She further suggested that while students may not be interested in 

technicalities, it would be detrimental to the Union’s image by withholding 

information. 

 

Ms Sun WenZhen entered the room at 2159Hr. 

 

• Mr Lim Hun asked about the feasibility of increasing frequency of buses during peak 

periods without contributing to increased traffic jams, considering the looming effect 

of the Jurong Regional Line construction. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi shared that she currently lacks complete information but feels 

that increasing the frequency of buses is feasible. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah inquired about the practicality of the Transport 

workplans in light of restrictions from COVID-19 and the JRL construction, and 

asked Ms K Mutthulakshmi to elaborate on her proposed action. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi proposed that the pandemic increased the need for increased 

frequency of buses given social distancing and the need to minimise crowding. 

Regarding the JRL construction, she added that increasing frequency would be 

possible albeit to a limited extent depending on the bus routes affected. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

Seconder: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah furthered that the recent bus clusters are a point of 

concern around increasing the frequency of buses. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi suggested that not increasing the frequency of buses would 

promote crowding and increase the size and impact of each potential cluster instead. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked how it would be possible to increase the frequency of 

buses with the same number of buses and drivers. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi clarified that there could be greater utilisation of buses and 

drivers as not all are operating at the same time. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey referred to Ms K Mutthulakshmi’s proposal to prioritise 

students with high campus life points over returning residents, and asked if doing so 

would go against equality in hall allocation and reduce participation in hall activities. 
 

Ms Adele Seah Yue Ting left the room at 2205Hr. 
 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi clarified that her plan was to prioritise over returning residents 

not included in hall rec lists. She added that this would help residents who are active 

in other commitments and do not have as much time to contribute to their halls. She 
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also suggested increasing the number of residents in rec lists to offset the changes 

resulting from the new system. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

Seconder: Mr Yu Hao 

 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked if her proposed approach would cause students to 

prefer certain campus activities over hall activities and increase competition for a 

limited number of activities carrying significant points. 
• Ms K Mutthulakshmi gave an example of residents in rec list with lower points being 

prioritised over students with high campus life points and reassured that such a 

concern was not likely to happen.  
• Ms Amarpreet Kaur asked Ms K Mutthulakshmi how she would plan to streamline 

the hall allocation system and rec list guidelines to ensure fairness to all applicants. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi shared her interactions with the incoming hall presidents and 

suggested that the Hall Councils prefer autonomy in deciding their rec lists without 

intervention from the Union. She hence plans to propose such a method of 

streamlining later in her term after more rapport is established with the halls. 

 

Ms Adele Seah Yue Ting and Ms Ng En Qi Joan entered the room at 2220Hr. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Ms Felicia Angelina Halim 

Seconder: Ms Sun WenZhen 

 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying stated that many of the initiatives put forth such as halal food 

preparation areas and increasing frequency of buses were attempted by the 

outgoing batch but met with rejection by various stakeholders, and asked Ms K 

Mutthulakshmi why she thinks she would be able to accomplish them. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi shared that halal food preparation initiatives were previously 

carried out at Hall 15 and expressed hope that more halls could adopt a similar 

approach in her term. Regarding the efforts around transport, she shared that she 

would expand on the openings created by her predecessor and push forward her 

proposal upon collecting new data.  

• Ms Er Joey asked Ms K Mutthulakshmi to evaluate the feasibility of using spare 

rooms for halal food preparation areas given the already limited vacancy of rooms 

in each hall. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi shared that her proposal was based on the sensing among most 

hall presidents that it could be done in their halls depending on their situations, and 

clarified that the execution would not be the same for all halls. 

• Ms Er Joey asked Ms K Mutthulakshmi to list considerations that she may be fronted 

with when proposing for the increased frequency of buses. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi answered that statistics about bus commuters to justify the 

need for increasing frequency of buses would be requested by the school 

management. She added the cost of the new contract as a consideration. 

 

Mr Yeo Chi Kiat left the room at 2230Hr. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr V Dhanraj 

Seconder: Ms Michelle Andrea Budiarto 

 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi added that she sees the JRL construction as a challenge to her 
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proposal of the increased frequency of buses, as there comes the need to consider 

changes to bus routes. 

• Ms Er Joey asked how Ms K Mutthulakshmi would balance negotiations with 

stakeholders in pushing for her views which may come with possible damage to 

relations. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi answered that she would start by developing an understanding 

of the current system by speaking to her peers and predecessors and seek to 

understand the considerations held by school management. She also shared that she 

would approach stakeholders with the intention to push for a middle ground and with 

student’s welfare in mind. 

 

Ms Lim Yih Ching entered the room at 2235Hr. 

 

• Ms Violin Yapputri brought up the incoming Student’s Union President’s 

proposed change to name the role as Welfare Executive (Campus Policy). She then 

asked for Ms K Mutthulakshmi’s thoughts on the change and what are the other 

responsibilities she would assume in this role. 

• Ms K Mutthulakshmi stated that she understands the role would entail greater 

responsibilities than Housing and Transport and would include other aspects such as 

food and student wellbeing. She admitted that she requires a greater depth of 

understanding of the role by recalling what Mr V Dhanraj envisions for campus life 

in his proposal. 

 

Mr Yeo Chi Kiat left the room at 2240Hr. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

K Mutthulakshmi to leave the room for the next candidate to present. 

 

Ms K Mutthulakshmi entered the waiting room and Mr Tanay Bharadwaja entered 

the room. 

 

2.10.3 Presentation of 2nd Nominee - Mr Tanay Bharadwaja 

Mr Tanay Bharadwaja shared that he is a Year 4 Data Science and Artificial Intelligence 

student. He stated that he had served in the Ministerial Open Discussions and Events 

Committee for the past 3 years, and had been involved in the public sector through 

internships in the Land Transport Authority and Urban Redevelopment Authority. He shared 

that he is passionate about issues regarding housing and transport and possesses the 

experience in policy as well as communicating and negotiating with stakeholders, making 

him a suitable candidate for the role. He shared his goals for the term, firstly in continuing 

the ongoing initiatives in Housing and Transport, then in fostering good relations between 

the Union and the relevant NTU offices and lastly ideating new initiatives to help students 

understand the transport situation in NTU better. He shared that beyond conducting surveys 

on student sentiments about transport services, he hopes to conduct a network analysis to 

highlight patterns in usage by students to facilitate better decision making. 

 

Mr Sean Chew entered the room at 2248Hr. 

 

2.10.4 Question and Answer 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey requested for Mr Tanay Bharadwaja to continue and wrap 

up his presentation, for which Mr Tanay Bharadwaja complied and gave a 

concluding statement. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked Mr Tanay Bharadwaja to elaborate on the network 

analysis initiative that he had mentioned. 
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• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja explained that it would include a detailed analysis on the 

number of students commuting at each bus stop, which could help management to 

assess the effectiveness of their transport model. He evaluated possible issues of 

funding and suggested that the system could be downsized to groups of students. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying explained that a similar initiative was proposed by the previous 

two batches, but ultimately faced challenges in funding and willingness of bus 

operators. She then asked Mr Tanay Bharadwaja what he would do differently for 

his iteration. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja explained that he would conduct it differently by taking a 

longer term, student-centric approach by getting students to indicate their 

commuting trends, which would require a greater deal of planning. 

 

Ms Tay Wei Ying and Mr Huang Yuxuan left the room at 2253Hr. 

 

• Mr Sean Chew brought up the Transportation Research Labs available and asked 

how he intends to engage the various schools and professors who have established 

research protocols and experience in transportation systems and planning. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja complimented the idea of tapping on the Transportation 

Research Labs and said that it would minimise the resources needed to be invested 

by the university, however he doubted that they would have existing studies to suit 

their intended objectives and would hence look to start collaborations with the labs 

to tap on their resources. 
• Mr Sean Chew asked how Mr Tanay Bharadwaja proposes to open up collaborations 

with the relevant experts. 
• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja shared that he would be open to working with Mr Sean Chew 

in liaising with the school professors should he get elected. He also shared that he 

would start from within his own circle and expand outwards, such as in contacting 

club presidents, to gather connections. 
• Mr Chua Wei Jian asked Mr Tanay Bharadwaja how he could ensure that data 

collected in his term remains relevant in the next few years for implementation, and 

how he would ensure his long-term plans can be sustained. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja shared that he would judge the relevance based on 

preliminary research on how useful his proposal would be in the next few years, and 

he suggested the general trends of transport in NTU are rather consistent and do not 

have much time variability. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked Mr Tanay Bharadwaja to share more about his plans for 

Housing. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja answered that he would carry on the efforts of his predecessor 

in liaising with HASC to source for Halal food vendors and support the increased 

demand during Ramadan. He would also adopt a steady and measured approach to 

housing policy by maintaining good relations with the relevant offices and reacting 

accordingly to changes. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked for his thoughts on the change in scope of the role to 

Campus Policy. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Sean Chew 

Seconder: Ms Michelle Andrea Budiarto 

 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja answered that the change would fundamentally encompass 

looking at issues in campus rather than just housing and transport. He posited that 

housing and transport take up the bulk of issues within campus hence the changes 

would be minor. He mentioned that he had not yet considered the types of issues 

beyond housing and transport, but he would work with his team to formulate 
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strategies to approach them. He added that the name change to a more general 

wording would reduce flak from students who may have negative sentiments about 

hall or bus systems. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked how Mr Tanay Bharadwaja would work with the 

Communications division to communicate policy changes to the student body and 

handle feedback from students. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja answered that it would depend on the timing and subject of 

feedback garnered, and he would be open to working with the Communications 

division to address timely and relevant feedback. He would also look to consider 

accommodating feedback that may have past their relevancy into upcoming policy 

formulation. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked how he would optimise learning and performance in his 

role, given his more long-term view and work plans. 

 

Mr Yeo Chi Kiat entered the room at 2307Hr. 

 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja answered that he adapted his learnings from his predecessors 

into the work plans presented, such as their respective approaches to negotiating with 

stakeholders. He added trying his best and learning from his own mistakes to 

optimise his transition into the role. 
 

Ms Li Yibai left the room at 2309Hr. 

 

• Mr Lim Hun asked Mr Tanay Bharadwaja why he did not share any new Housing 

Policy initiatives. 
• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja replied that he mentioned continuing the HASC proposal and 

expanding on his predecessor’s initiatives. He added that he plans to work with the 

hall offices to increase transparency of hall allocation, and overall, he would focus 

on completing ongoing efforts before piling on new initiatives. He mentioned that 

the work plan ideas presented were limited as he did not wish to over-burden himself. 
 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Chua Wei Jian 

Seconder: Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah 

 

• Mr Lim Hun asked if it were necessary for Mr Tanay Bharadwaja to pursue a high 

level of accuracy in his data-driven approach. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja answered that funding would be a significant consideration, 

but some degree of accuracy could be compromised on to lower this cost, such as by 

reducing the sample size of bus stops tested on and tapping on the resources of labs. 

• Mr Lim Hun asked Mr Tanay Bharadwaja about his work style and whether his 

approach to rely on data over the feedback of students would tie in well with 

stakeholders. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja admitted that his judgement was heavily grounded in data and 

reflective of his working style, and he opined that doing so would help present a 

formulated opinion to the school management. 

 
Mr Goh Kai Yong entered the room at 2319Hr. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

Seconder: Mr V Dhanraj 

 

• Mr Lim Hun then asked Mr Tanay Bharadwaja what makes him different from the 
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other candidates. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja highlighted his willingness to continue the slow and steady 

approach by his predecessors rather than being hasty in pushing out new initiatives 

for his term. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked for an elaboration about the reactionary 

approach mentioned for hall policy. 

 

Mr Cheng Wee Tang, Sean and Huang Yuxuan entered the room at 2322Hr. 

 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja cited an example of the macaque situation and relocation 

measure. He shared that he would adopt a policy stance that would anticipate and 

react to situations on the ground in case the relocation failed such as stepping up 

patrols to curb the problem. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah suggested that this reactionary approach would appear 

short-sighted and asked Mr Tanay Bharadwaja to further support his point. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja clarified that it would be more feasible to support existing 

measures in place through reactionary measures and there would not be a place for 

proactive measures in such a case. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked for his opinion on the hall points system. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja stated that he would give it more thought before presenting a 

full case on what improvements he would make. 

• Mr Chua Wei Jian raised a concern about Mr Tanay Bharadwaja’s previous answer 

regarding the proposed change of scope to Campus Policy by suggesting that 

students would be less likely to find and approach him. He asked to clarify if it was 

true of his approach to hide from students seeking to give feedback. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja clarified that he was referring to situations of students finding 

and harassing him, citing an example with his predecessor during the recent hall 

allocation exercise. He shared that he would always remain open to discussions with 

students in a collected manner and setting, but he would draw a line at harassment. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Ms Sun WenZhen 

Seconder: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

 

Mr Yeo Chi Kiat left the room at 2330Hr. 

 

• Mr Tneoh Yuan Chen (Kenji) shared the difficulties in presenting a data-driven 

approach and asked Mr Tanay Bharadwaja what other methods he would try should 

his own data-driven approach not work. 

• Mr Tanay Bharadwaja acknowledged the limitations of explaining data insights to 

stakeholders. He replied that tactful communication and negotiations would be 

essential in proposing certain segments through data and evaluating the credibility 

of data collected. He added that the traditional approach of gathering feedback on 

the ground would be a fallback. 

 

Mr Yeo Chi Kiat entered the room at 2333Hr. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

Tanay Bharadwaja to leave the room for the next candidate to present. 

 

Mr Tanay Bharadwaja entered the waiting room and Mr Enrian Wicaksana entered 

the room. 

 

Ms Li Yibai entered the room at 2335Hr. 
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2.10.5 Presentation of 3rd Nominee – Mr Enrian Wicaksana 

Mr Enrian Wicaksana shared that he is a Year 2 Civil Engineering student and wants to run 

for the position of Housing and Transport Executive as it is related to his field of study and 

brings relevant experience. His past experiences include being in the subcommittees of his 

school club, NTUBS, and the Indonesian Freshmen Orientation event. He described himself 

as determined, adaptable, persistent and a team player. He identified 3 problems around 

housing and transport, being hall allocation for international students amidst the pandemic, 

awareness of the Heartland Shuttle services and the adequacy of Heartland Shuttle routes. 

He proposed solutions for each of them. First, he would contact OCH to prioritise 

accommodation for students with no alternative local residence. Next, he would advertise the 

Heartland Shuttle to NTU students and review the Heartland Shuttle routes and collect 

student’s feedback to suggest to OCAS. 

 

2.10.6 Question and Answer 

• Mr Tneoh Yuan Chen (Kenji) asked Mr Enrian Wicaksana if his proposal to 

prioritise accommodation for international students with no alternative local 

residence would be in consideration for the duration of COVID-19 or for long term. 

• Mr Enrian Wicaksana answered that this arrangement would exist only for the 

context of the pandemic and there is no need for it afterwards. 

• Mr V Dhanraj asked Mr Enrian Wicaksana for his understanding of the two outgoing 

roles being merged into one, and how he would carry out the roles and 

responsibilities of Housing and Transport respectively. 

 

Mr McCully Ayrton Leonard entered the room at 2342Hr. 

 

• Mr Enrian Wicaksana suggested that Housing and Transportation are two aspects 

that complement each other, for example by promoting the usage of Heartland 

Shuttle bus services to aid students without halls. 

• Mr V Dhanraj asked Mr Enrian Wicaksana to summarise the points that he did not 

manage to cover. 

• Mr Enrian Wicaksana shared that he would look to increase the welfare of bus 

commuters such as increasing the availability of bus information on apps like 

UWave. 

 

Ms Tay Wei Ying entered the room at 2345Hr. 

 

• Mr V Dhanraj pointed out that the Union had terminated their collaboration with 

UWave and that his proposal to tap on the app would not be feasible. 

• Mr Lim Hun noted that many of Mr Enrian Wicaksana’s initiatives had been 

attempted by the 30th Executive Committee and asked what made him confident that 

he could achieve them. 

• Mr Enrian Wicaksana shared his alternative ideas for Hall Allocation to guarantee 

rooms for international students on the basis of a minimum number of hall points 

and explained that this could promote greater intake among hall clubs. 

• Mr Lim Hun clarified that his question was on why Mr Enrian Wicaksana thinks he 

could get his ideas passed when the 30th Executive Committee could not. 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler disagreed with Mr Enrian Wicaksana’s point on the lack 

of uptake for the Heartland Shuttle services, citing his personal experience that the 

bus would always be full at the first stop. He added a problem that there is only one 

bus moving out from NTU and that many students would miss that bus. He asked if 

Mr Enrian Wicaksana was aware of such a situation and what he would do to solve 

this. 

• Mr Enrian Wicaksana answered that he would communicate this with the Office of 
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Commercial and Auxiliary Services. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked Mr Enrian Wicaksana to assess his predecessors’ work 

in what they did well and what could be improved. 

• Mr Enrian Wicaksana shared that he was impressed by the queue lines set up at Lee 

Wee Nam bus stop as it helped to prevent overcrowding and the handling of the 

Covid case in Hall 13 but admitted that he was not sure the 30th Housing and 

Transport Policy Executives had a role in those. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri followed up by asking how Mr Enrian Wicaksana would 

communicate his policy ideas to stakeholders. 

• Mr Enrian Wicaksana said that he would communicate with the incoming Vice 

President (Policy) and seek her feedback. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked for his thoughts on the change in scope of the role to 

Campus Policy and what he thinks could be expanded into the new scope beyond 

Housing and Transport. 

• Mr Enrian Wicaksana felt that there were many issues with Housing and 

Transportation in NTU and he would not wish to bring in more aspects to the scope 

of his role. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri clarified the question and asked what improvements he would 

explore for the role should the change be implemented by the incoming President. 

• Mr Enrian Wicaksana replied that he would explore improving the safety of tutorial 

rooms and facilities from Covid. 

 

Mr Harviran Singh entered the room at 2357Hr. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Sean Chew 

Seconder: Mr V Dhanraj 

 

• Mr Sean Chew asked Mr Enrian Wicaksana what are the lessons he had learnt as a 

Civil Engineering student that could help him in his role. 

• Mr Enrian Wicaksana shared that a relevant module would be Transportation 

Engineering, but he has not taken it yet as it is a Year 4 module. He added that the 

course had trained his critical thinking skills which could help him break down the 

problems surrounding transportation in NTU and judge the feasibility of solutions 

proposed.  

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

Enrian Wicaksana to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Mr Enrian Wicaksana left the room for voting. 

 

2.10.7 Voting 

Total vote: 29 
Ms K Mutthulakshmi 

17  
Mr Tanay Bharadwaja  

10 

Mr Enrian Wicaksana 

0 
 

Abstain 

2 

 

Invalid 

0 

 
Ms K Mutthulakshmi was elected in position. 

 
Housing and Transport Policy Executive: Elected in position 

 

Proposal for break  

Proposer: Mr V Dhanraj 

Seconder: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 
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Proposal to resume meeting 

Proposer: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

Seconder: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

 

Ms Angeline Yeow Seow Yin and Ms Amelia Chay Fang Ting left the room at 

0017Hr. 

 

2.11 Communications Secretary’s Council Rally 

 
There are no nominations for this role, Council rally proceeds to the next role. 

 

2.12 Communications Project Executive’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Communications Project Executive: Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono 

Proposer: Ms Theodora Lynn 

Seconder: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

 

2.12.1 Presentation 

Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono shared her background in photography, design and social media 

management. She displayed the photos that she had taken while serving in the Welfare 

Services Club’s Publicity and Publications Digital Imaging division. She shared that she was 

the Head of Social Media for KUNTUM and took charge of media projects. She added that 

she had an interest and took up photography as a hobby. She explained the role of the 

Communications Project Executive in managing communication and branding through social 

media content, editorial publications, and other media projects, as well as being the bridge 

between the Union and the student community. She highlighted the role’s importance in 

shaping first impressions of the Union among students. She shared 3 main goals for her term. 

Firstly, she hopes to publish relatable and engaging content which caters to audiences’ 

interest gathered from interactive content and past analytics of more engaging content. 

Secondly, she wishes to create strong bonds within teams in the Communications Committee 

and promote their growth and learning through collaborative themes. Lastly, she shared her 

plans to improve impressions of the Union by increasing the accessibility of channels and 

coming up with fresh content. 

 

2.12.2 Question and Answer 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked what challenges Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono 

would foresee in fulfilling her mentioned goals. 

• Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono explained the challenge of promoting bonding within 

teams that have differing roles, as well as maintaining and improving engagement 

rates. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah further asked how she intends to overcome the 

problems mentioned. 

• Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono shared that she would work with her lead committee to 

organise bonding sessions to promote understanding of each other’s roles. She added 

that relying on interactive content such as Instagram polls would help to align her 

team’s understanding of what content students prefer. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym shared that the Union’s branding guidelines had been revamped 

to a more vibrant state and asked Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono if she had plans to 

revamp the Union’s branding. 

• Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono answered that she would aim to adapt to the new 

branding guidelines with her team and slowly assess any possible amendments to the 

guidelines. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked about the current student’s perceptions of the Union, 

and what image she would like to portray through collaterals and content from her 
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committee. 

• Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono felt that students may know of the Union’s existence and 

intentions but may be reserved about asking for help, hence she hopes to encourage 

students to give feedback through the channels of U-Feedback and Unnovate. She 

added tapping on U-Walk to promote a more reliable image of the Union and its 

leaders.  

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono about her perception on the 

Union’s branding and how she intends to improve it, given her lack of background 

within the Union. 

• Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono shared that the Union’s branding had piqued her interest 

such as through fun initiatives like the Super Summer Series which involved re-

posting among students. She felt that these initiatives increased the Union’s reach 

and shared that she would discuss with her team on similar ways to improve 

branding. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

Riasa Fadhilla Martono to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono left the room for voting. 

 

Mr Tanay Bharadwaja tendered his resignation as Union Executive Committee 

Representative to the council at 0034Hr.  

 

Ms Angeline Yeow Seow Yin entered the room at 0038Hr. 

 

2.12.3 Voting 

Total vote: 32 

For 

26 

Abstain 

5 

Against 

1 

Invalid 

0 

 
Communications Project Executive: Elected in position 

 

2.13 Public Relations Executive’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Public Relations Executive: Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi 

Proposer: Ms Ong Tze Kym 

Seconder: Ms Riasa Fadhilla Martono 

 

2.13.1 Presentation 

Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi is a Year 2 Business student specialising in Marketing. He 

shared his belief that quality leadership is essential to the role of Public Relations Executive, 

being the forefront of all public relations matters, while building seamless communication 

between the Union and Student body. He would strive to lead his committee with 

Professionalism, Empathy and Responsibility. He shared his past experiences being Vice-

Chairperson (Engagement) for the Human Resource Committee and Clan Group Leader in 

the Union Orientation Committee, which have given him confidence and motivation in 

serving the collective student body under an executive role. He was also a marketing-

communications intern in CapitaLand Clarke Quay, which gave him valuable 

communications-related skills that would better help him manage weekly newsletters. He 

plans to improve internal efficiency between relevant parties regarding U-Feedback, and 

implement a centralised documentation platform for relevant parties to access updated 

information and provide timely replies to students. He also shared that he wants to bridge 

communication between Non-Constituent Clubs (NCCs) and the Union, particularly in 

publicity support, by reaching out to NCCs and engaging them through a Telegram group 

chat with the help of the Research and Relations Committee. He also hopes to upskill his 
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public relations officers in crafting PR centric statements through external workshops or 

initiatives. 

 

2.13.2 Question and Answer 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym stated that if elected, Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi would be 

expected to manage Public Relations crises. She asked how he would have managed 

PR for the Union for the recently concluded Hall Allocation incident.  

• Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi answered that he would work closely with the Vice-

President (Communications) and gain awareness of the channels through which 

students voiced their concerns during the incident such as the NTU Homeless 

Telegram Chat. He shared that the situation could have been approached by 

contacting active students within the channel and inform them about the Union’s 

efforts to communicate their issues to school. He acknowledged that students may 

have felt they were not being heard and would thus exercise empathy to craft 

objective PR statements that provide peer-centric support.  

 

Ms Dion Sng Jia Sin entered the room at 0047Hr.  

 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi how he would keep himself 

and his committee up to date with the pandemic situation and frequently changing 

policy decisions, to provide relevant answers to feedback. 

• Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi answered that he plans to introduce a centralised 

platform such as an Excel sheet that relevant parties including the Policy Division 

could update policy statuses in. He added that the platform would be referred to when 

updating the FAQ bank that contains answers to common questions during U-Walk. 

He would also ensure his committee frequently updates the FAQ bank when 

necessary. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked how he would ensure the Policy team provides timely 

updates to the platform and his committee regularly checks the information provided. 

• Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi answered that he would build strong working 

relationships between both sides and frequently check on his committee as well as 

the relevant executives. 

• Ms Dion Sng Jia Sin asked for ways in which Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi would 

improve U-Walk and merge the roles of the previous committees together. 

• Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi suggested increasing the reach of U-Walk by going to 

more locations and conducting the event across a longer duration. 

• Ms Dion Sng Jia Sin shared a problem faced by the previous batch in facilitators not 

being able to answer certain questions posed by students during U-Walk, and asked 

Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi how he would solve this issue. 

• Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi shared that it would be useful to create SOPs and 

guidelines to brief U-Walk facilitators with updated information that they could use 

on, and how to approach questions from a PR standpoint, such as referring students 

to the Union’s official email channels. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey stated that for larger incidents such as the Hall Allocation 

exercise, students would generally demand answers from the university’s upper 

management rather than from the Union and asked if Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi 

would be able to illicit faster responses and communications between the school 

management and students. 

• Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi answered that he does not know how communications 

between the Union and the school management unfolded during the Hall Allocation 

exercise. He assured that he would strive to maintain the timely communications 

exemplified by his predecessors as well as work to achieve more timely 

communications with the school management. 
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• Ms Dion Sng Jia Sin asked Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi if he had any ideas to 

improve the Union’s newsletter. 

• Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi explained that he would adopt an events calendar 

consolidating events across all clubs including Non-Constituent Clubs for each 

week. This would complement the newsletter should there be too many events for it 

to cover. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

Marshall Chia Meng Zhi to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi left the room for voting. 

 

Mr Enrian Wicaksana tendered his resignation as Union Executive Committee 

Representative to the council at 0040Hr.  

 

Ms Ng En Qi Joan and Ms Ng Ling Lin Kym left the room at 0100Hr. 

 

2.13.3 Voting 

Total vote: 35 

For 

32 

Abstain 

2 

Against 

1 

Invalid 

0 

 
Public Relations Executive: Elected in position 

 

2.14 Deputy Student Activities Executive’s Council Rally 

 
There are no nominations for this role, Council rally proceeds to the next role. 

 
2.15 Special Projects Executive’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Special Projects Executive: Ms Advaita Vivekanand 

Proposer: Mr V Dhanraj 

Seconder: Ms Felicia Angelina Halim 

 

Ms Lim Yih Ching entered the room at 0107Hr.  

 

2.15.1 Presentation 

Ms Advaita Vivekanand shared that she is a Year 2 Business student who is extroverted and 

interesting in event planning. She explained the role of the Special Projects Executive in 

overseeing the Ministerial Open Discussions and Events Committee and Open House 

Committee. She shared her past experiences, being a co-director of a hackathon, and being 

in charge of a Winter Formal and the Young Leader Summit with Accenture among many 

events. She shared her leadership experiences as the President of the Gavel Club and Main 

Committee Officer at Red Cross NTU. She intends to translate her values into inculcating 

decisiveness, momentum, and accomplishment in her committee. She also hopes to promote 

direct and frequent communication within her committee and promote spontaneous ideation 

and sharing over one-off proposals.  

 

2.15.2 Question and Answer 

• Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En asked Ms Advaita Vivekanand how she would improve 

Open House assuming it remains in a virtual setting. 

• Ms Advaita Vivekanand suggested including pre-recorded as well as mobile aspects 

to relieve the burden on presenters. 

• Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En further asked what are some aspects that she thinks could 

be pre-recorded. 
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• Ms Advaita Vivekanand answered that segments on presenting directions to places 

in NTU as well as student life presentations could be pre-recorded. She added that 

she would also seek the advice of her committee in deciding these aspects. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked Ms Advaita Vivekanand which aspects of NTU she 

thinks would be attractive to prospective students and would be worth showcasing 

in Open House. 

• Ms Advaita Vivekanand shared that the aspects showcased in Open House had been 

generally consistent such as student life, extra-curricular activities, and directions 

around campus. She said that she would be open to new ideas from her committee 

that align with the objectives of Open House. 

• Ms Lim Yih Ching asked Ms Advaita Vivekanand how she views her role in terms 

of ideation and deconflicting of ideas within her committee, given the fluid 

pandemic situation. 

• Ms Advaita Vivekanand answered that she hopes to lead her team by giving a 

direction and setting expectations such that the ideas from her committee would align 

with said direction. She would step in to advise her members when their ideas do not 

align. She also shared to her knowledge of the systems in place for both committees 

under her purview that Open House would be confirmed as virtual, hence she would 

plan and set her direction around this consideration. 

• Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En asked Ms Advaita Vivekanand what she thinks about the 

past years MODE initiatives and whether she would sustain the current themes or 

push for new topics. 

• Ms Advaita Vivekanand answered that she would try to bring in new topics based 

on the year’s happenings and which ministers are invited, as well as shortlist topics 

that cater to students’ preferences. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri noted that the Open House Committee would include a 

Publicity Officer for the upcoming year, and asked how Ms Advaita Vivekanand 

would manage this position under her to align with the Union’s branding guidelines 

as well as work effectively with the Communications Division. 

• Ms Advaita Vivekanand shared that she would first require an overview of the 

committee’s proposal before advising the Publicity Officer, and she would consider 

the load and requirements of the Communications Division in deciding her timeline. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

Advaita Vivekanand to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Ms Advaita Vivekanand left the room for voting. 

 

2.15.3 Voting 

Total vote: 34 

For 

19 

Abstain 

8 

Against 

6 

Invalid 

1 

 
Special Projects Executive: Elected in position 

 
Proposal for break  

Proposer: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

Seconder: Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

 
Proposal to resume meeting 

Proposer: Ms Lim Her Huey 

Seconder: Ms Michelle Andrea Budiarto  
 

2.16 Student Life Executive (Orientation)’s Council Rally 
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Nomination for Student Life Executive (Orientation): Ms Chloe Leong Si En 

Proposer: Ms Sun WenZhen 

Seconder: Ms Ong Tze Kym 

 

2.16.1 Presentation 

Ms Chloe Leong Si En shared that she is a Year 2 English student and has a background in 

outreach and large-scale events as her polytechnic’s ambassador. She cited her experiences 

in leading teams to conduct and execute large-scale, professional events, both in school and 

externally. She recalled being a Chief Group Leader in NTU’s Union Orientation Committee 

and Senior Attached for Hall Orientation, which gave her access to different perspectives of 

how different roles work in orientations. She hopes to translate her positive experiences as a 

UOC freshman into creating the same sense of community for incoming freshmen. She 

shared her experiences having both attended and executed a virtual orientation which 

exposed her to various positive elements in her team, leading her more inclined towards the 

Students’ Union and being a suitable candidate for the role. She explained that she ran for 

the position to serve as the bridge between the Undergraduate Orientation Coordinating 

Committee and the student body and strives to represent the Orientation Chairpersons in 

ensuring safe and enjoyable orientation programmes for all students. She discussed her plans 

to maintain open channels of communication and a feedback system among orientation 

committees. Moreover, she plans to empower freshmen by introducing a philanthropic aspect 

into orientation preparation, by setting up partnerships with beneficiaries to take part in 

volunteering initiatives leading up to their upcoming roles as seniors for the next orientation. 

Lastly, she shared that she hopes to push for a hybrid mode for orientations. 

 

2.16.2 Question and Answer 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked Ms Chloe Leong Si En why she would want to 

introduce philanthropy. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En shared her belief that philanthropy would be beneficial to 

NTU and it would be a means for freshmen to bond and give back to the 

community. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked Ms Chloe Leong Si En to consider how open orientation 

committees would be to her idea of introducing volunteerism to their programmes. 
• Ms Chloe Leong Si En answered that she intends to make it optional but encourage 

freshmen who sign up for main committee roles for the next year. She stated that this 

would be a way for them to bond and interact with the community following their 

orientation experience. She also shared that the freshmen could tap on the various 

initiatives around and outside of campus and that her committee would support them 

in their activities. 
 

Ms Ng Ling Lin Kym entered the room at 0149Hr.  

 

• Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En asked for a timeline that these philanthropic activities 

would run along. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En shared that they would commence after freshmen had 

indicated their interest in joining the upcoming main committee. For the timeline, 

she would plan them to be staggered over the orientation planning phases such as 

during winter and summer breaks, depending on preferences from respective 

orientation leaders on which timeslots would minimise hindrance to their ongoing 

activities. 

• Mr V Dhanraj asked Ms Chloe Leong Si En how she thinks her initiatives would 

align with those from the Student Activities Division. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En explained that her initiatives would aim to achieve vibrancy 

in campus life by promoting bonding among friends. She added that volunteerism 

would unlock a deeper level of bonding by inspiring students and tapping on the 
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wealth of manpower in orientations, and that doing so would be feasible as freshmen 

would already be familiar with each other which raises the overall experience of 

volunteering. 

• Mr Chua Wei Jian asked Ms Chloe Leong Si En for her thoughts on the TOP 

Preparatory Course. He also noted that the instructions for such modules were messy 

and asked if she would seek feedback from students to modify or improve the system. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En replied that she would look into the issues raised by Mr Chua 

Wei Jian and run inventory checks on the modules to assess their value added to 

orientation leaders. 

• Mr Kee Yong Jie asked Ms Chloe Leong Si En if her volunteering initiatives would 

dilute the culture in existing volunteering projects such as the Local Community 

Engagement Programmes in halls and Welfare Services Club’s own community 

outreach programmes. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En acknowledged the concerns and shared that she would have 

discussions with Welfare Services Club on the potential impact. She would also 

explore the feasibility of partnerships with other clubs to utilise manpower from 

orientations. 

• Mr Kee Yong Jie noted that certain orientations have year-long preparation and may 

not be inclined to take on additional projects if not compulsory. He then asked Ms 

Chloe Leong Si En if she would consider making the philanthropic aspect mandatory 

for orientation leaders, and otherwise how would she encourage orientation leaders 

to take up volunteerism. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En answered that she would consider the phrasing of her 

initiatives in proposing them to orientation leaders. She considered that orientation 

preparation periods may be highly stressful and would promote volunteerism for its 

beneficial bonding aspect. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked Ms Chloe Leong Si En how she would go about her role 

in advising the orientation committee chairpersons. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En shared that she would refrain from micro-managing out of 

respect for the unique cultures and practices of each orientation programme. She 

shared that she would communicate with the chairpersons via a Telegram group chat 

for policy and information updates. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying shared that the university is planning something similar to Ms 

Chloe Leong Si En’s volunteering initiatives and asked how different her idea and 

implementation would be from that of the university. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En said that she was not aware of such plans from the university, 

but this would make it easier to communicate her ideas with the school management. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying shared that the 30th Executive Committee had conducted 

surveys with some of the clubs to assess their openness towards the university’s 

volunteerism plans and that the ideas were not well received. She asked Ms Chloe 

Leong Si En if she would still attempt to incentivise or encourage orientation leaders 

to go for such events. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

Seconder: Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah 

 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En acknowledged that some resistance would be expected and 

said that her response would remain the same. She shared that she would attempt to 

implement her ideas slowly and communicate with orientation chairpersons. She 

referred to similar project held in other universities like SMU and felt that the idea 

would be feasible and worth pushing for. 
• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked Ms Chloe Leong Si En to summarise her 

volunteering idea. 
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• Ms Chloe Leong Si En explained that the programme would be open to freshmen 

who had indicated interest to join their upcoming orientation main committee and 

doing so would be feasible given that these freshmen already exhibit a level of 

interest. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked about the beneficiaries and service users of such 

volunteer work. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En stated that the beneficiaries would be external communities 

and that she had been communicating with some external bodies near NTU, some of 

which had expressed interest in receiving manpower and help. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie asked Ms Chloe Leong Si En to consider if her ideas 

would dilute the objectives of joining orientation programmes, given that 

orientations are primarily for bridging students into NTU whereas volunteering 

serves a different purpose. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En emphasised that the idea would have to be framed properly, 

and that she would like to move away from packaging it as solely volunteerism 

which requires much time and effort, rather than highlighting the fun aspects. She 

also suggested piloting the idea from within Executive Committees and passing the 

idea to successive batches. She suggested that doing so would be unlikely to dilute 

the orientation experience as it is overall a good experience and could value add to a 

student’s experience. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie asked if her ideas would essentially create an additional 

portfolio and responsibility for the Welfare Services Club as most orientations would 

likely end up liaising with them. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En answered that not all the volunteering projects listed would 

need to rely on WSC and they would seek to collaborate for getting contacts and 

partnerships which would be mutually beneficial. She stated that the responsibilities 

should still lie with each orientation committee. 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie sought to clarify if she meant that the top positions in 

each executive committee would oversee planning their volunteer work. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En said that it would depend on the size of each committee, and 

smaller clubs could combine if there were a need to gather manpower. 

 

Ms Li Yibai left the room at 0207Hr.  

 

• Mr V Dhanraj raised concerns about questionable activities done during physical 

orientations. He asked Ms Chloe Leong Si En how she would address governance 

problems when transitioning to a hybrid mode of orientations and ensure committees 

adhere to proper guidelines set by the university. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En acknowledged the existence of such issues being highlighted 

over mainstream media. She argued that these would become less prevalent with the 

shift to a more sensitive and empathetic culture being promoted within NTU given 

the increase in wellbeing initiatives. She assured that all proposals would be vetted 

by school management and UOCC members to prevent passing of inappropriate 

activities. She also shared that previously orientations had been closed for being 

inappropriate and that current orientation leaders would be more sensitive in 

planning to ensure their events do not get shut down. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Ms Ong Tze Kym 

Seconder: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

 

• Ms Lim Her Huey asked Ms Chloe Leong Si En if she knows about the primary 

objectives of NTU Freshmen Orientations. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En answered that orientations are meant to transition freshmen 
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into the school and ensure students are familiar with school facilities, courses, and 

processes within their school, as well as to help freshmen make friends. She added 

that she personally thinks orientations should serve to promote vibrancy and initiate 

social interaction between students. 

• Ms Lim Her Huey stated that existing orientations are often packed with introductory 

talks and there is generally not much time for freshmen to interact. She asked Ms 

Chloe Leong Si En if she had any plans to better achieve the primary objectives 

listed. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En replied that introductory talks in faculty and hall orientations 

would generally be unavoidable as they communicate important information to 

freshmen and should be communicated properly especially given the virtual climate. 

She shared that club orientations should include more elements of interaction and 

bonding, and that transitioning to hybrid or physical orientations soon would reduce 

the stifling atmosphere currently experienced. 

• Ms Lim Gia Lim highlighted an initiative by the previous Student Life Executive 

(Orientation) to provide peer support training to all orientation leaders. She asked 

Ms Chloe Leong Si En on what areas she would plan to improve. 

• Ms Chloe Leong Si En shared that she would look into the content of preparatory 

modules for orientation leaders and plan for improvements in the module with 

respect to upcoming situations that could affect orientations. 

  

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

Chloe Leong Si En to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Ms Chloe Leong Si En left the room for voting. 

 

2.16.3 Voting 

Total vote: 33 

For 

24 

Abstain 

3 

Against 

4 

Invalid 

2 

 
Student Life Executive (Orientation): Elected in position 

 
2.17 Finance Executive’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Finance Executive: Ms Felicia Angelina Halim 

Proposer: Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler 

Seconder: Ms Advaita Vivekanand 

 

2.17.1 Presentation 

Ms Felicia Angelina Halim shared that she is a Year 2 Business student with an interest in 

business and entrepreneurship. She shared that prior to university, she was the head of her 

school’s Social Development team and raised funds for an annual social charity event. She 

was a business development intern at a start-up where she did budgeting, determined pricing 

plans as well as liaised and negotiated with vendors and other departments. She explained 

that these experiences had helped her develop adaptability, critical thinking, and effective 

communication skills, as well as develop business acumen and problem-solving skills that 

could be applied to her role as a Finance Executive. She discussed her direction and plans 

for the upcoming term. She shared that she hopes to improve the clarity and transparency of 

the reimbursement timeline in ICS and wants to work with the finance office to have 

repayment windows displayed, and brief treasurers on reimbursement timelines. Next, she 

explained her ideas to improve the vibrancy of U-Shop by launching feedback surveys on 

customers’ preferences to pinpoint areas for improvement. She would then consider 

redesigning current merchandise or launching new ones based on the feedback. Furthermore, 
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she shared her plans to re-launch the U-Shop Ecommerce Website by resolving issues with 

the current website. 

 

2.17.2 Question and Answer 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey noted that the allocation of Union funds could be a sensitive 

topic, and asked Ms Felicia Angelina Halim who she intends to be transparent with 

over the use of funds and how transparent would she want to be. 

• Ms Felicia Angelina Halim clarified that she would work on improving transparency 

regarding the reimbursement process and budget allocation of U-Shop to treasurers. 

She would do so by holding a briefing for treasurers to explain the processes and 

allocation. 

• Mr V Dhanraj asked about the long-term challenges with hosting the U-Shop 

Ecommerce Website and how she would overcome them. 

• Ms Felicia Angelina Halim explained that the current problems with the website 

have stalled it from progressing, such as with the payment platform. She shared that 

she would work with the Honorary Finance Secretary to seek help from the relevant 

personnel. She added that platform fees would be another concern, and that if there 

is good uptake and engagement for the website in the long term, such fees would be 

worth paying. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked Ms Felicia Angelina Halim about what kind of message 

she wishes to portray through the new merchandise and marketing efforts she 

proposed. 

• Ms Felicia Angelina Halim stated that the main target audience of U-Shop include 

NTU students, staff, and alumni. She shared that U-Shop merchandise carry the 

image of NTU and hopes to further improve this association of being unique to NTU 

or NTUSU. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked if Ms Felicia Angelina Halim’s proposal to gather 

student feedback on merchandise preference had already been done by previous 

batches or if it is a new initiative. 

• Ms Felicia Angelina Halim mentioned that gathering customer feedback on 

merchandise had not been practised by the previous committee. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey noted the recent collaborations U-Shop had with Kydra and 

Sanrio and asked what some of the criteria used by U-Shop in shortlisting 

sponsorships or collaborations are. 

• Ms Felicia Angelina Halim answered that she does not know the specifics of how 

these brands were chosen and stated that brands are shortlisted by the Executive 

Committee while U-Shop assists in publications and marketing of the brands. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

Felicia Angelina Halim to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Ms Felicia Angelina Halim left the room for voting. 

 

2.17.3 Voting 

Total vote: 32 

For 

26 

Abstain 

4 

Against 

1 

Invalid 

1 

 
Finance Executive: Elected in position 

 

2.18 Corporate Liaison Executive’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Corporate Liaison Executive: Ms Goay Si Qi 

Proposer: Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler 

Seconder: Ms Chloe Leong Si En 
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Nomination for Corporate Liaison Executive: Mr Huang Yuxuan 

Proposer: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

Seconder: Mr Yu Hao 

 

2.18.1 Presentation of 1st Nominee - Ms Goay Si Qi 

Ms Goay Si Qi shared that she is a Year 2 History student and is versatile in many areas of 

communication work such as social media design and events planning having graduated from 

Mass Communications. She shared her experiences as a Sponsorships Head for a joint event 

in Polytechnic, and an Events Director in the NTUSU Open House committee. She outlined 

the duties of a Corporate Liaison Executive in overseeing sponsorships endorsed by the 

Union and matching them to relevant school events, as well as seeking to encourage close 

and long-lasting working relationships with partners.  

 

Ms Goay Si Qi shared her direction for the upcoming year, focusing on diversifying types of 

sponsors and marketing efforts, as well as having the Corporate Liaison Office leave an 

impactful presence on student life while avoiding being over-commercialised. Her work 

plans entail continuing the independent Corporate Liaison Office initiatives such as Super 

Summer Series and Xmas Perks, which were well received by the student body. She stated 

her plans to allow committee members creative freedom in organising and executing 

giveaways. Next, she explained how the Corporate Liaison Office would support the Union’s 

various committees. She would aim to match relevant and meaningful sponsors to the various 

events of each committee and explore diversification of sponsorships for events. She shared 

that holding surveys and Instagram polls would be a good way to generate ideas for 

giveaways. She added that physical mini events would be considered in promoting campus 

vibrancy, establish the Union’s physical presence and reach out to students who are not 

engaged through social media She then explained her plans regarding NTUPerks to focus 

more on everyday lifestyle brands that students would frequently patronise, while upholding 

a level of prestige among sponsorships. She shared that she would work with the 

Communications division to publicise NTUPerks on their platforms and improve visibility. 

 

2.18.2 Question and Answer 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym noted that the Corporate Liaison Executive works closely with the 

Communications Division on NTUPerks, and asked Ms Goay Si Qi how she plans 

to work with them. 

• Ms Goay Si Qi shared that one of the common sponsor benefits that the Union 

provides would be visibility to NTU students through marketing collaterals. She said 

that these include reposting and tagging of sponsors, but she would want to work 

with the Communications team to diversify the marketing efforts used for sponsors, 

giving treasure hunts as an example. She also suggested working with them to apply 

the revamped NTUPerks logo more consistently across the Union’s social media 

channels. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym tapped on Ms Goay Si Qi’s point that NTUPerks had been featured 

on the weekly newsletter, and asked for her opinion on why NTUPerks is still 

underutilised despite this visibility.  

• Ms Goay Si Qi shared that NTUPerks only has 6 brands listed and they are brands 

that the average NTU student would purchase occasionally, hence they would not be 

incentivised to use NTUPerks. She stated that she would aim to bring in lifestyle 

brands that students would patronise frequently including food or stationery, as 

doing so would encourage the spread of information between students. 

• Ms Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked Ms Goay Si Qi how she would value add to the 

Union’s ongoing efforts to improve visibility through diversified channels and 

increase take-up rate.  
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• Ms Goay Si Qi noted that the Union’s current efforts are mostly directed at digital 

media, possibly due to the pandemic and cost savings. She shared that she could 

value add by contributing ideas for creative marketing strategies, such as putting up 

QR codes linking students to social media channels or sites used to host giveaways. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey referred to Ms Goay Si Qi’s point that the brands offered on 

NTUPerks may not be desirable to NTU students and asked why she thinks her 

predecessor pursued them in the first place. 

• Ms Goay Si Qi answered that her predecessor had narrowed down the options in 

NTUPerks considering the already large number of sponsorships and giveaways that 

the Corporate Liaison Office oversees, and to showcase a more coherent identity. 

She added that the prestige and message associated with each brand could have been 

a key consideration to avoid PR crises at the time. She assessed that on hindsight, it 

was a good decision to maintain one area of focus at a time, and that she would 

choose to focus on increasing the number of brands under NTUPerks during her term 

since most of the efforts had been stabilised. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey gave a scenario to Ms Goay Si Qi, if she as a Corporate 

Liaison Executive accepted an offer by a sponsor, thereafter, receiving a more 

attractive offer by another sponsor. He asked her how she would handle such a 

situation. 

• Ms Goay Si Qi answered that she would refrain from going back on the agreement 

made with the first brand if the contract has been signed as it would be unethical. 

She would consider postponing the sponsorship with the second brand. She also 

noted that both being sponsorships of the same type of item, there may be conflict 

of interest for which she would discuss with the rest of the Executive Committee. 

• Ms Loh Mei Ling asked Ms Goay Si Qi what she would consider as more 

meaningful sponsorships and giveaways. 

• Ms Goay Si Qi stated that previous giveaways of bubble tea, monitors and chairs 

were attractive, but she would like to focus on items that carry a more meaningful 

message during her term. Such items could be stress balls that contain encouraging 

messages and be passed down between students. 

• Mr V Dhanraj asked Ms Goay Si Qi to elaborate on maintaining the minimum level 

of brand prestige and balancing the level of over-commercialisation, as well as 

concrete ways she would promote them. 

• Ms Goay Si Qi shared that the level of commercialisation is subjective to 

organisations and felt that over-commercialisation would involve students 

perceiving the Union to only be giving out sponsored products, which would deviate 

from the Union’s objectives of bridging the student body with higher management. 

Hence, she hopes to engage the students in a more meaningful way through such 

giveaways. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked how she would manage her committee to align their 

understanding of her direction in the types of sponsorships to source and accept, as 

well as ensure they are able to convey the right message to sponsors. 

  

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Ms Ong Tze Kym 

Seconder: Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie 

  

• Ms Goay Si Qi said that she would first lay out a clear timeline and categorise groups 

of sponsorships. She shared that commitment issues would be a challenge in 

delegating tasks for committee members to follow through with sponsorships, hence 

she would ensure that everyone in the team is present and understands the categories 

for smooth takeover. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying asked what companies and products Ms Goay Si Qi would 

consider as more meaningful. 
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• Ms Goay Si Qi shared that brands which advocate against animal cruelty would align 

with the message she hopes to convey, but she would aim to diversify the kinds of 

brands in her term. She added brands which are environmentally friendly or 

homegrown products that engage with the community.  

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

Goay Si Qi to leave the room for the next candidate to present. 

 

Ms Goay Si Qi entered the waiting room, and Mr Huang Yuxuan entered the room. 

 

2.18.3 Presentation of 2nd Nominee - Mr Huang Yuxuan 

Mr Huang Yuxuan shared that he is the Union Representative for the Lee Kong Chian School 

of Medicine. He shared his past experiences working under various subcommittees under 

MedSoc, as well as other involvements in his Freshmen Orientation, Student Interest Group 

and Community Involvement Projects. He stated his vision of building a network of external 

partners that offer relevant benefits for NTU students. He considered questions about what 

items students use most often, what kinds of student discounts would benefit them, and what 

kinds of sponsors student activities would find most relevant. He discussed his plans to 

improve on the initiatives by his predecessors. He would aim to expand the number of mid 

to long-term partnerships for student discounts, citing enhanced student discounts for Apple 

products for NTU students and other food discounts. 

 

2.18.4 Question and Answer 

• Mr Edmund Teo Zheng Jie asked Mr Huang Yuxuan to elaborate on his point of 

sponsors that student activities find most relevant. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan explained that beyond their own initiatives, the Corporate Liaison 

Executive works to find appropriate sponsors for the Student Activities Division in 

their events and stated that it would be a crucial role. 

• Mr V Dhanraj asked Mr Huang Yuxuan about his understanding of the role beyond 

the NTUPerks initiative and student discounts. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan displayed his remaining slides and shared that he plans to source 

sponsors that could help students in their professional journey such as CV building 

resources. He supported this by stating that such sponsors would be more relevant 

and valuable to NTU students, becoming necessities rather than perks. 

• Ms Loh Mei Ling asked Mr Huang Yuxuan what concrete plans and initiatives he 

would have for his term. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan shared his plans including SUPerk Grounded, where he would 

gather feedback from students through surveys on what brands they desire most and 

use this data in his negotiations with sponsors. Next, he explained SUPerk Results, 

which involves promoting the Union’s effectiveness as a marketing partner to 

convince potential sponsors by gathering and presenting data on the number of 

students using existing discounts. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym asked Mr Huang Yuxuan how he plans to work with the 

Communications Division in promoting and increasing visibility of sponsors. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan shared that he would consider the workload of the 

Communications team and suggested preparing templates for sponsorship packages 

in advance, which would reduce lead time and prevent failure to deliver. 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym posed a hypothetical situation where the Communications team is 

unable to deliver on a sponsor benefit required for a sponsorship secured by the 

Corporate Liaison Office. She asked Mr Huang Yuxuan how he would handle such 

a problem as the Corporate Liaison Executive. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan explained that the responsibility would lie with himself and the 

Corporate Liaison Office in negotiating and setting the timeline of deliverables 

promised. He added that if they were unable to deliver on a targeted number of 
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follows for the sponsor, he would apologise for over-promising, update the sponsor 

on their current progress and negotiate for possible time extensions. 

• Ms Violin Yapputri asked Mr Huang Yuxuan to describe his leadership style, how 

he would ensure Corporate Liaison officers understand his decisions in accepting 

and rejecting sponsors, and how he would effectively utilise the committee. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

Seconder: Mr V Dhanraj 

 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan explained that he would avoid being domineering and respect the 

experiences his members would have over him. He explained that he prefers to work 

in smaller groups and would look to build rapport and develop mutual understanding 

with his committee chairpersons before doing the same with his members. He argued 

that decisions would not solely be made by him but with the input of his committee, 

hence he would include them in discussions before making important decisions. He 

shared that he would lead his committee by focusing on member’s wellbeing and 

sense of purpose, starting by laying out his vision and allowing chairpersons 

authority over task delegation, then doing frequent checks on their workload and 

wellbeing.  

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey asked Mr Huang Yuxuan to explain his plans to expand the 

number of mid to long-term partnerships and how Apple products would come in. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan gave a personal anecdote from his school and said that Apple 

products like iPads and Apple Pencils have become a necessity rather than luxury to 

students, and additional discounts are not widely available for these products. He 

discussed the idea of requesting for increased NTU student discounts for these 

products. 

• Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey noted that Apple offers a blanket discount for all university 

students, and asked Mr Huang Yuxuan what his value proposition would be to get 

NTU students additional discounts from Apple. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan acknowledged that the Union may not have a strong leverage 

with Apple given the size of the corporation and suggested that data from his SUPerk 

Grounded initiative could be used to present a case for how many students use or 

want to use their products. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Ms Felicia Angelina Halim 

Seconder: Mr V Dhanraj 

 

• Mr Jaydon Chong Wei Ler referred to Mr Huang Yuxuan’s idea of presenting 

partnership results to potential sponsors and asked how he would pitch to sponsors 

if the uptake were low. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan answered that he would work around this problem by tweaking 

the message to sponsors, leveraging SUPerk Results only when uptake is good and 

focusing on other alternative metrics such as viewership if uptake were low. He 

added that rather than directing convincing potential sponsors with uptake numbers, 

the idea would be to present information that is relevant and useful to the sponsor. 

• Ms Cheah Guan Ying questioned the practicality of pursuing big brands and asked 

Mr Huang Yuxuan how he would ensure the brands pursued by the Corporate 

Liaison Office in his term are practical and realistic to avoid wasting effort. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan answered that he would work with the Corporate Liaison Office 

Chairperson to create a table of criteria with metrics such as relevance, benefits and 

achievability, and have members refer to it when voting for brands to pursue. He 

added that preliminary data gathered from his SUPerk Grounded surveys could 
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support the evaluation process. 

• Ms Dion Sng Jia Sin asked Mr Huang Yuxuan how he would leverage on U-

Feedback to carry out his surveys on brand preferences. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan shared that he would consider getting the help of the incoming 

Relations and Research Committee in having his survey questions incorporated in 

U-Walk, and that he would consult Mr Marshall Chia Meng Zhi regarding this. 

• Ms Dion Sng Jia Sin asked Mr Huang Yuxuan what his approach would be to gather 

long-term partnerships for the additional relevant services presented like tutor 

services and resume building workshops. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan answered generally with resources and services that students 

would use, such as discounted subscriptions for recruitment websites and data 

storage. 

 

Proposal for Time Extension 

Proposer: Ms Lim Her Huey 

Seconder: Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En 

 

• Ms Lim Her Huey presented the scenario that Haagen Daz had reached an agreement 

to sponsor the Union with their ice cream, but afterwards Magnum appears with a 

more attractive offer. She asked Mr Huang Yuxuan how he would handle the 

situation. 

• Mr Huang Yuxuan assessed that there were two conflicts, one of them being conflict 

of interest between two companies offering the same type of product. He shared that 

he would attempt to put the offer from Magnum on hold and consider the nature and 

level of agreement with Haagen Daz, whether the agreement was made verbally or 

with email, before crafting a response. If a formal agreement were made via 

Memorandum of Understanding, he stated having to honour the agreement to avoid 

losing credibility. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Mr 

Huang Yuxuan to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Mr Huang Yuxuan left the room for voting. 

 

2.18.5 Voting 

Total vote: 30 

Ms Goay Si Qi  

20 

Mr Huang Yuxuan  

6 

Abstain 

4 

Invalid 

0 

 
Ms Goay Si Qi was elected in position. 

Corporate Liaison Executive: Elected in position 

 

Mr Cai Yong Kang tendered his resignation as Union Executive Committee Representative 

to the council at 0254Hr.  

 

Ms Angeline Yeow Seow Yin left the room at 0411Hr.  

 

2.19 Operations Executive’s Council Rally  

 

There are no nominations for this role, Council rally proceeds to the next role. 

 

2.20 Integration Executive’s Council Rally 

Nomination for Integration Executive: Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan 

Proposer: Ms Ong Tze Kym 
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Seconder: Ms Felicia Angelina Halim 

 

2.20.1 Presentation 

Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan presented that being from one of the minority races in 

Singapore, she holds the values of diversity, integration, and inclusivity close to her, and 

believes that these values serve as important motivations for the Union to ensure vibrancy of 

the NTU student community. She shared that she enjoys meeting and communicating with 

people from different walks of life. Her work experiences include being the President of the 

Campus Radio Station in her polytechnic, and a Korean Teacher at Hyundai being able to 

meet people of different nationalities. She also served as the Vice-Chairperson (Internal) for 

NTUSU’s Student Integration Committee, overseeing the publicity, logistics, and 

programming divisions, and was awarded the Union Gold Award. She listed and explained 

past year initiatives by the Integration Executive, such as Integration Night, Confluence and 

establishing connections with various Country Communities, among many others. She then 

shared her beliefs in having cross-cultural interactions and building intercultural skills which 

motivated her to apply for the role, hence she hopes to advocate and encourage intercultural 

communication and cultural awareness among the undergraduate population. She added 

instilling a sense of belonging would complement student vibrancy in NTU. She explained 

her work plans, such as working closer with Country Communities through partnered 

initiatives like Integration Night to strengthen inclusivity and relations, increasing social 

media presence, and exploring collaborations with constitutional clubs to liaise with their 

Integration Officer and increase reach to international students. 

 

2.20.2 Question and Answer 

• Ms Ong Tze Kym noted that the Student Integration Committee manages their own 

Instagram page and asked Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan how the committee would 

manage their independent publicity efforts compared to the NTUSU Instagram page. 

• Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan explained that the content provided by SIC Instagram 

serves as an add-on to the overall publicity channels of the Union. She listed a few 

publicity initiatives such as #AsISee that serve to raise cultural awareness of the 

undergraduate population. 

• Mr Syazwan Bin Zainal Shah asked if the role of the Integration Executive expands 

to inclusivity of students with special need or disabilities. 

• Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan explained the goals for her term being to facilitate 

smooth transition for international students, and to promote integration and 

inclusivity. She admits that she had not considered having students with special 

needs and disabilities under the purview of her role and that she would consider it 

going forward. 

• Ms Lim Her Huey asked Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan to evaluate the integration 

efforts made in the previous years and how she would improve upon them or do 

differently. 

• Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan explained that the Hall Buddy System done previously 

entailed having hall buddies selected by Hall Councils to guide international students 

in their transition to Singapore and to hall life. She shared her plans to improve this 

by including more structured initiatives throughout the year, and expanding the 

support system beyond halls to ensure a wider reach to demographics within NTU, 

by having Integration Officers within Academic and Constituent Clubs. 

• Ms Amarpreet Kaur stated that the Student Integration Committee conducts many 

activities throughout the year, and it would be tough to ensure consistent delivery. 

She asked Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan what she would do to empower her 

committee should they feel unmotivated or burnt out. 

• Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan shared that she had a chat with the incoming lead 

committee and discussed issues like having a timeline and managing expectations of 

committee members. She then answered that she would motivate her committee 
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members by working with the lead committee and tapping on member’s underlying 

passion for the cause. 

• Ms Lim Her Huey asked Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan if she were aware of the 

U.n.I ambassador programme and what she thinks are the differences between this 

programme and the Hall Buddy Initiative. She also asked how her initiative would 

value add to integration efforts in the university. 

• Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan explained that the Union’s Integration efforts focus 

more on a macro perspective to ensure students feel integrated through publicity and 

events, while having micro aspects like providing grounds for interactions and 

meeting new people, as well as disseminating of relevant information which sets 

them apart from the aforementioned programme. 

 

Ms Ashley Soh Wem Qi declared the end of the question and answer session. She invited Ms 

Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan to leave the room for voting proceedings to take place. 

 

Ms Iffah Qistina Binte Roslan left the room for voting. 

 

Mr Huang Yuxuan tendered his resignation as Union Executive Committee Representative 

to the council at 0422Hr. 

 

2.20.3 Voting 

Total vote: 30 

For 

28 

Abstain 

1 

Against 

1 

Invalid 

0 

 
Integration Executive: Elected in position 

3.  Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey proposed the end of the meeting. Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En seconded 

the motion. The meeting was called to an end at 0436Hr, 19th September 2021. 

 

Minutes prepared by:                                                             Minutes vetted by:  

 
_______________________                                                ________________________ 

Mr Timothy Chang Zu’En                                                    Mr Ethan Ong Sze Rey 

Honorary General Secretary                                                 Council Chairperson 

31st NTUSU Council                                                            31st NTUSU Council  

 


